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ABSTRACT 
 
TRAVIS W. PROCTOR: Daemonic Trickery, Platonic Mimicry: the Discourse of Daemonic 
Sacrifice in Porphyry’s De Abstinentia 
 
Porphyry of Tyre’s discussion of daemons and anima  sacrifice in his De Abstinentia strays 
from traditional Graeco-Roman formulations of daemonic benevolence and physiology. As a 
result, past studies have struggled to identify the intellectual lineage for Porphyry’s 
daemonology. By contrast, I propose that Porphyry draws his daemonology from Christian 
Platonic sources, best represented in the writings of Origen of Alexandria. I provide an 
extensive survey of early Christian views on daemonic physiology and encroachment upon 
sacrificial ritual, with a special section devoted to a comparison with the daemonology of 
Origen. There are notable similarities between the daemonologies of Porphyry and early 
Christian writers,  ike y occasioned by Porphyry’s fami iarity with Christian daemonological 
discourses. Porphyry attributes his daemono ogica  discussion, moreover, to “certain 
P atonists,” a c aim which, when read in  ight of Porphyry’s Vita Plotini, places Origen (and 
other Christians) squarely within the intellectual circles from which Porphyry was drawing 
his daemonological discourse. 
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οὐ τὰ αὐτὰ οὖν ἡμεῖς ἄλλοις δοξάζομεν,  
ἀλλ’ οἱ πάντες τὰ ἡμέτερα μιμούμενοι λέγουσι 
 
Therefore it is not that we hold the same doctrines as others,  
but that all speak in imitation of ours. 
-Justin Martyr, 1 Apol. 60.10 
μηδὲν δὲ καινὸν…διδάσκεσθαι…Χριστιανοὺς 
“Christians teach nothing new.” 
-Celsus, ap. Origen, Contra Celsum II.5 
 
Chapter One 
INTRODUCTION 
 In the intellectual atmosphere of the Roman Empire, antiquity was a virtue, novelty a 
vice. For intellectuals such as Justin and Celsus, therefore, it was imperative that they 
establish and bolster the ancient lineage of their respective traditions, while simultaneously 
exposing the purported novelty of competing ideologies. Hence, the extant literature from 
this period serves witness to the numerous calumnies exchanged among competing 
intellectual traditions, often hinging on debates over primacy, plagiarism, and paternity. “The 
Greeks have imitated Moses and the prophets,” Justin contends. “The Jews and Christians 
have done nothing more than p agiarize the Greek phi osophers,” Ce sus retorts.  
 Despite the polemical charge of these accusations, scholars have typically taken the 
side of Celsus. That is, past studies have often assumed that Christians, as a cultic minority 
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and marginalized community, were dependent upon Hellenic
1
 thinkers for their intellectual 
advancements, but not vice-versa. Thus, by this understanding, it is Christians who have 
“mimicked” Hellenic thinkers, a reconstruction that renders Christian intellectualism 
secondary and derivative. Scholars of antiquity, however, have begun to question the solidity 
of the categorica  distinction between “pagan” and “Christian” in antiquity, and scrutinize the 
discursive manner in which intellectual communities were formulated and identities 
negotiated. The b urring of the “border ines” between Hellenic and Christian intellectuals, 
therefore, forces a reconsideration of the unidirectional model of intellectual influence in 
Late Antiquity. That is, if the very identities of “pagan” and “Christian” were re ative y 
unstable, then can we assume that there was an unwavering, consistent manner in which 
these intellectuals influenced one other? In what follows, I demonstrate the need for a more 
diverse model of intellectual influence by arguing that Justin’s contention, despite its 
polemical formulation, held equal merit to that of Celsus, in that Hellenic intellectuals 
 ikewise “mimicked” the ideology of their Christian counterparts.   
 As part of such an endeavor, I turn to the De Abstinentia of Porphyry of Tyre, the 
famed Neo-Platonic philosopher, and propose that Porphyry’s daemono ogy draws upon and 
                                                 
1I use “He  enic” throughout for non-Christian Graeco-Roman intellectuals who were self-styled participants in 
the wider attempt at the “restoration” of ancient Greek paideia, often known as the “Second Sophistic.” I prefer 
this term not on y because it  acks the negative undertones of its traditiona  counterpart, “pagan,” but a so 
because it accounts better for these inte  ectua s’ construction of their own identities as “Greek” inte  ectua  
revivalists. In such usage I follow the approach of Elizabeth DePalma Digeser, who notes that members of 
Platonic philosophical circles began to use the term as a self-identifying moniker as early as the 3
rd
 century CE. 
For discussion, see Elizabeth DePalma Digeser, A Threat to Public Piety:Christians, Platonists, and the Great 
Persecution (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2012), 2 n. 4; Po ymnia Athanassiadi, “The Oecumenism of 
Iamb ichus: Latent Know edge and Its Awakening,” Journal of Roman Studies 85 (1995), 249; Anthony 
Kaldellis, Hellenism in Byzantium: The Transformation of Greek Identity and the Reception of the Classical 
Tradition (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 160-61. 
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participates within a larger Christian daemonological discourse.
2
 More specifically, 
Porphyry’s portraya  of daemonic participation in anima  sacrifice, and the attendant 
daemonic pollution that endangers its participants, builds upon the Christian Platonic 
daemonology as espoused by and contained within the writings of Origen of Alexandria, the 
prominent 3
rd
 century church father.  
 In order to provide an introduction to the concepts that constitute Porphyry’s 
daemonological system, Chapter II, “‘They want to be gods’: The Daemonology of 
Porphyry’s De Abstinentia,” surveys the portraya  of daemons within Porphyry’s  iterature, 
with particu ar attention to how Porphyry’s daemono ogy functions within his  arger of 
program of convincing his wayward philosophical acquaintance, Castricius, to return to his 
vegetarian lifestyle. As part of this program, Porphyry presents daemons as a species 
subdivided into “benevo ent daemons,” who act as kind y cosmic administrators and 
assistants to humans, and “ma eficent daemons,” who enjoy nothing more than ambushing 
humans, enacting earthly calamities, and, most importantly for my purposes, fattening their 
pneumatic bodies by absorbing the “vapors and steam” from anima  sacrifice.  
 Whi e Porphyry’s benevo ent daemons are rather at home in Hellenic intellectual 
circles, Chapter III, “‘Between God and Morta s’: Daemonic Sacrifice in Hellenic 
Literature,” demonstrates the ways in which Porphyry’s ma evo ent daemono ogy diverges 
from his Hellenic, and especially Platonic, predecessors. In order to do so, I provide a 
representative survey of the associations between daemons and sacrifice in ancient and early 
                                                 
2
 I here use “discourse” as a genera ized equiva ent to the spoken “conversation,” though attending to more 
widespread modes of communication (written, oral, physiological, etc.).  
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imperial Hellenic literature. Ultimately, this survey demonstrates that there is little evidence 
for daemono ogies that anticipated Porphyry’s idiosyncrasies. 
By contrast, Chapter IV, “‘The Tab e of Daemons’: Ear y Christian Literature and 
Daemonic Sacrifice,” exp ores the plethora of early Christian witnesses that, in a similar 
manner to Porphyry, espouse discourses of daemonic sacrifice and pollution. Such an 
examination will be an important first step in reconstructing the Christian Platonist 
intellectual lineage for Origen’s daemono ogica  discourse. Most importantly, gluttonous and 
polluting daemons are found among several Christian witnesses, ranging across both time 
period and geographical locale.  
Chapter V, “‘Above the Bath of Myrtinus: Christian Platonism and Early Imperial 
Daemonological Discourses,” continues the task of tracing this Christian lineage by shifting 
focus to Christian Platonists of the 2
nd
 and 3
rd
 century. Important for this endeavor will be a 
reconsideration of the so-ca  ed Christian “Apo ogists,” who have  ong been known for their 
incorporation of Greek paideia in their defenses and expositions of Christian doctrine. These 
Christian Apologists, moreover, demonstrate the way in which the Christian discourses of 
daemonic sacrifice and pollution were incorporated into the frameworks of Hellenic, and 
particularly Platonist, cosmologies, anthropologies, and psychologies. The chapter concludes 
by stressing the discursive atmosphere within which these Christian Platonists operated, a 
recognition which has significant implications for understanding their potential influences 
upon Hellenic contemporaries.  
 In order to finalize the case for Christian influence upon the daemonology of 
Porphyry, Chapter VI, “‘Certain P atonists’: Origen, Porphyry, and Discourses of Daemonic 
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Sacrifice,” presents evidence that Porphyry draws upon and participates within discourses of 
daemonic sacrifice and corruption that he shares with Origen of Alexandria, a fellow Platonic 
philosopher and near-contemporary. Important for this consideration wi   be Porphyry’s own 
witness to his supposed sources, name y, “certain P atonists,” as we   as the extensive  iterary 
and conceptual links between the daemonology of Origen and that of Porphyry. Finally, I 
conclude by offering reflections on the imp ications of the study’s findings, with a particular 
focus on its significance for understanding ancient ritual, imperial politics, and intellectual 
history.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Chapter Two 
‘THEY WANT TO BE GODS’: THE DAEMONOLOGY  
OF PORPHYRY’S DE ABSTINENTIA 
 
 
 In an essay that otherwise stresses Porphyry’s distinctive daemono ogy, it shou d be 
made c ear at the outset that many e ements of Porphyry’s daemono ogy fa   in  ine with that 
of the Hellenic intellectuals who preceded and succeeded him.
3
 Porphyry claims, for 
examp e, that there are “      s that guard nature” and who can communicate with humans 
“in the form of dreams or waking visions.”4 Porphyry explains that such daemons exert a 
kind of ambiguous influence over humans:  
They use ambiguous language, and signify different things through different fictions, revealing images 
endowed with form as likenesses of things having no form at all, and still other things through 
analogous figures. Sacred ceremonies and acts of initiation are full of these things, which actually draw 
their efficacy from this secrecy and concealment among the initiated.
5
 
Elsewhere, Porphyry references the agathos       , a domestic protective spirit that often 
received votive offerings (Sententia 31.7), and refers to a righteous person as a “daemonic 
man” (31.6), a  ike y a  usion to the pervasive concept that one’s daemon (meaning sou , or 
guiding spirit) determined disposition and morality. In his interpretation of the       ion 
tradition of Plato, Porphyry states that the       ion is assigned based on the virtue of one’s 
previous life, and that “the        attends to it, each        serving, as it were, as a guard 
                                                 
3For a discussion of Porphyry’s daemono ogy as represented in the De Abstinentia, see Andre Nance, 
"Porphyry: The Man and His Demons," Hirundo: The McGill Journal of Classical Studies 2 (2002), 37-57. 
 
4
Porphyry, Co  e t ry o  Pl to’s Republ c, Fr. 182F. Translation from Porphyry, To Gaurus on how Embryos 
are Ensouled, and on what is in our Power, ed. James Wilberding (London: Bristol Classical Press, 2011), 136. 
 
5
Ibid. 
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and watcher over each life, binding each soul to abide in its chosen life and not to abandon 
it.”6 What is more, even in the De Abstinentia, where Porphyry’s ma evo ent daemono ogy 
typically demands scholarly attention, Porphyry ascribes rather traditional roles to the 
benevolent daemons, including the administration of the cosmos and the guarding of noble 
humans.
7
 Such commonalities, however, have often lacked scholarly scrutiny due to the 
idiosyncratic e ements of Porphyry’s daemono ogy, inc uding his view that daemons have a 
“chief,”8 that daemons cause disease, 9 and that daemons effected earthly calamities.10 While 
such peculiarities are notable, there are two interrelated elements of Porphyry’s daemono ogy 
in De Abstinentia that deserve particular attention: daemonic sacrifice and pollution.  
Whi e Porphyry’s stated goal in the De Abstinentia is to restore the vegetarian 
lifestyle of his former classmate, Castricius, his exhortation to abstinence from meat-eating 
inevitably encounters a problem: the pervasive influence of the sacrificial cult. As has 
become a scholarly truism, the ritual killing and consumption of domestic herd animals was 
one of the most pervasive and widespread cultic practices in the ancient Mediterranean basin, 
and the Roman Empire was no exception. These sacrificial rituals not only reaffirmed the 
relationship between the divine and the mundane, but reified socio-cultural and political 
relationships, and thus served as an essential undergirding for the machinations of society at 
                                                 
6
Porphyry, On What is in Our Power, Fr. 268F. Translation from Wilberding, To Gaurus, 143. 
 
7
DA 2.38.2-3. 
 
8
DA 2.41.5, 2.42.2. 
  
9
DA 2.41.5. The association between daemons and disease is sometimes found in Greek mythology, but 
typica  y rejected by He  enic inte  ectua s. Porphyry’s teacher P otinus, for examp e, exp icit y rejects this idea 
in his denunciation of Gnostic daemonologies (Plotinus, Enneads II.9.14). This is all the more surprising when 
one considers that Porphyry was the editor of the Enneads. Hence, Porphyry was we   aware of his teacher’s 
stance against attributing disease to demonic corruption, yet still reproduced the idea in his own writings. 
  
10
DA 2.41.5.  
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large. For Porphyry, of course, the problem with this pervasive practice was not only its ritual 
s aughter of “rationa ” creatures,11 but its attendant dining practices. The consumption of 
sacrificial meat was part and parcel of ancient Hellenic animal sacrifice, and sacrificial often 
entailed a communal meal consisting of roasted sacrificial meat. 
Porphyry’s so ution to this vexing problem is not to recommend the complete 
abolition of sacrifice in its various modes. Rather, as part of his broader program of 
constructing the ideal life of the philosopher, to which he hoped Castricius would adhere, 
Porphyry fashioned a tripartite hierarchy of sacrifices which correlates to the cosmological 
recipients of the offerings.
12
 To the “god who ru es over a  ,” Porphyry prescribed an 
immateria  sacrifice of “pure silence” and “pure thoughts.”13 To the “inte  igib e gods,” 
Porphyry suggested “hymn-singing in words.” 14 After summarizing the first two forms of 
sacrifice for the highest realms of the divine hierarchy, Porphyry offers the justification for 
his system: “Sacrifice is an offering to each god from what he has given, with which he 
sustains us and maintains our essence in being.”15 Porphyry explains, moreover, that both 
                                                 
11
In book three of the DA, Porphyry argues that the consumption of meat is wrong because it involves the 
slaughtering of a (semi-)rational being, a charge that likewise condemns traditional Graeco-Roman sacrifice. 
Porphyry condemns meat consumption because it is unnecessary for human sustenance (Bk. 1), it is not original 
to primordial Greek cultic practice (Bk. 1), it involves an act of harm which might lead to further violent acts 
against humans (Bk. 1), it restricts human psychological scent (Bk. 2), the preparation of meat is time-
consuming and distracting, and it has been eschewed by past holy men (Bk. 4).  
 
12
Porphyry is pessimistic, however, that non-philosophers would be able to adhere to such a program, and thus 
seems to limit his recommendations to fellow intellectuals (DA 1.27.1, 1.52.4, 2.31).  
 
13
DA 2.34.2. Translation from Gillian Clark, ed., trans., On Abstinence from Killing Animals (Ithaca, N.Y.: 
Cornel University Press, 2000), 69. This builds upon Plotinian anthropology which distinguishes classes of 
humans. P otinus bifurcates humanity into “good and wise” peop e and “the more human sort” (Enn 2.9.8-9). In 
similar fashion to Porphyry, Plotinus envisions that these two groups of people will have corresponding levels 
of intellectual activity, ability, and ritual practice. Cf. DA 1.29.1-6.  
 
14
DA 2.34.4. Clark, On Abstinence, 69. 
   
15
Ibid.  
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parties, human and divine, are “fed” in this process: “We offer fine thoughts about them, 
giving thanks for what they have given us to contemplate, and for feeding us with true food 
of seeing them.”16 For Porphyry, then, sacrifice is ultimately a reciprocal exchange of gifts, 
with humans offering back to the gods the inte  ectua  or materia  “food” which they had 
received.  
 But what of the remainder of humanity, who lacked the gift of philosophical insight? 
Porphyry held that the remainder of humanity, stunted in their intellectual capacities, should 
still make offerings to lower deities in accordance with traditional Hellenic practice. As part 
of his vegetarian dietary restrictions, however, Porphyry argued that offerings should not 
include the meat of animals, which Porphyry c aims are “ensou ed” beings. Instead, non-
philosophers should supplicate the gods with offerings of “bar ey-grains and honey and the 
fruits of the earth, inc uding f owers.”17 Porphyry warns Castricius, however, that animal 
sacrifices should be avoided at all costs, as such offerings are directed at unworthy recipients: 
“Someone concerned for piety knows that no animate creature is sacrificed to the gods, but to 
other       s, either good or bad.”18 While Porphyry does conceded that civic governments 
may need to appease these misanthropic beings, he states this is only necessary because in 
cities, “riches and externa  and corporea  things are thought to be good, and their opposites 
bad, and the sou  is the  east of their concerns.”19 For fellow philosophers, however, whose 
primary concern was the edification of the soul, all comingling with daemons should be 
avoided.   
                                                 
16
Ibid. Emphasis mine.  
 
17
DA 2.36.4. Clark, On Abstinence, 70.  
 
18
DA 2.36.5. Clark, On Abstinence, 69. 
  
19
DA 2.43.2. Clark, On Abstinence, 73.  
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But who are these beings that lurked behind the sacrificial altars? According to 
Porphyry, there are two classes of daemons, distinguished based on their varying levels of 
benevo ence. ‘Good daemons’ are “a l the souls which, having issued from the universal 
soul, administer large parts of the regions below the moon, resting on their pneuma but 
contro  ing it by reason.”20 As the governors of the intelligible cosmos, benevolent daemons 
tend to earthly matters such as weather, seasons, agriculture, education, medicine, and 
physical training.
21
 Porphyry includes among benign daemons the P atonic ‘transmitter’ 
daemon, as described in the Symposium.
22
 These good daemons typically assist humans with 
healings and other matters, though Porphyry notes that assistance from benevolent daemons 
can be s ower due to their “genti e and consistent” nature.23 Finally, good daemons help 
morta s to thwart the machinations of evi  daemons: “[Good daemons] forewarn, so far as 
they are able, of the dangers impending from the maleficent       s, by revelation in 
dreams, or through an inspired sou , or in many other ways.”24 
Porphyry’s depiction of evil daemons, by contrast, is quite morose. According to 
Porphyry, “there is no evi ” that ma evo ent daemons “do not attempt to do to the regions 
around the earth.”25 Hence, evil daemons are responsib e for “p agues, crop fai ures, 
                                                 
20
DA 2.38.2. Clark, On Abstinence, 70.  
 
21
DA 2.38.2.  
 
22
DA 2.38.3: “Among them must be numbered the ‘transmitters,’ as P ato ca  s them, who report  ‘what comes 
from peop e to the gods and what comes from the gods to peop e,’ carrying up our prayers to the gods as if to 
judges, and carrying back to us their advice and warnings through orac es” (DA 2.38.3, Clark, On Abstinence, 
71).  
 
23
DA 2.39.4. Clark, On Abstinence, 71.  
 
24
DA 2.41.3. Clark, On Abstinence, 72. 
 
25
DA 2.39.3. Clark, On Abstinence, 71.  
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earthquakes, droughts, and the  ike.”26 The character of these daemons is “who  y vio ent and 
deceptive,” wherefrom they attempt “sudden intense ons aughts,  ike ambushes,” using either 
deception or brute force.
27
 What is more, evil daemons  
rejoice in everything that is likewise inconsistent and incompatible; slipping on (as it were) the masks 
of other gods, they profit from our lack of sense, winning over the masses because they inflame 
peop e’s appetites with  ust and  onging for wea th and power and p easure, and a so with empty 
ambition from which arises civil conflicts.
28
  
Porphyry attributes even more disreputable things to the activity of daemons, including 
sorcery, magic, love-potions, self-indulgence, aspirations for wealth and fame, and lies.
29
 
 Both good and evil daemons, Porphyry claims, were originally souls which had 
issued forth from the world soul.
30
 The distinguishing characteristics between good and evil 
daemons stems from the respective degrees to which they maintained control over their 
pneumatic vessel. Good daemons, for instance, continue to rest on their pneuma and “contro  
it by reason,” whereas evi  daemons “do not contro  the pneuma adjacent to them, but are 
most y contro  ed by it,” and thus “are…too much carried away, when the angers and 
appetites of the pneuma  ead to impu se.”31   
Porphyry gives a detailed explanation of the daemonic body, worth quoting at length 
here: 
A   [daemons]…are unseen and abso ute y imperceptib e to the human sense. For they are not c ad in a 
solid body, nor do they all have one shape, but they take many forms, the shapes which imprint and are 
                                                 
26
DA 2.40.1. Clark, On Abstinence, 71-2.  
 
27
DA 2.39.3. Clark, On Abstinence, 71.  
 
28
DA 2.40.3. Clark, On Abstinence, 72.  
 
29
DA 2.42.1.  
 
30
DA 2.38.2.  
 
31
DA 2.38.4. Clark, On Abstinence, 71.  
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stamped upon their pneuma are sometimes manifest and sometimes invisible, and the worse ones 
sometimes change their shape. The pneuma, insofar as it is corporea , is passib e and corruptib e…it is 
reasonable to suppose that something continuously flows from them and that they are fed.
32
 
 
For Porphyry, the daemonic body is an essential indicator of the relative benevolence of 
daemons: “in the good       s this is in balance, as in the bodies of those that are visible, 
but in the ma eficent it is out of ba ance; they a  ot more to their passib e e ement.”33 The 
resulting distinction between good and evil daemons is a dissimilarity which Porphyry 
repeatedly emphasizes; he calls the thought that a daemon could be of mixed good and bad 
nature “the worst of absurdities.”34 Porphyry’s insistent distinction is based on the Platonic 
notion of divine benevolence: 
But one must be firmly convinced that the good never harms and the bad never benefits. As Plato says, 
‘coo ing is not done by heat but by its opposite,’ and simi ar y ‘harm is not done by the just man.’ Now 
the divine power must by nature be most just of all, or it would not be divine. So this [harmful] power, 
and this role, must be separated from the beneficent       s, for the power which is naturally and 
deliberately harmful is the opposite of the beneficent, and opposites can never occur in the same.
35
 
Thus, Porphyry marsha s the support of P ato’s Republic in positing the ultimate goodness of 
the divine, yet ostensibly extrapolates the existence of earthly misfortune as definite evidence 
for semi-divine malevolent powers. In doing so, Porphyry constructs a rigidly bifurcated 
daemonology which, as will be shown, directly corresponds to earthly cultic activity.  
Porphyry’s insistence on the sharp distinction between good and ma evo ent daemons 
is essential for his understanding of sacrifice and its relation to the divine. By constructing a 
vast gulf in morality between the benevolent deity and the base, pernicious daemons, 
Porphyry can simultaneously create distance between the High Deity and the materiality of 
                                                 
32
DA 2.39.1-2. Clark, On Abstinence, 71.  
 
33
DA 2.39.3. Clark, On Abstinence, 71.  
 
34
DA 2.39.5. Clark, On Abstinence, 71.  
 
35
DA 2.41.1-2. Clark, On Abstinence, 72. Porphyry here cites Plato, Republic 335D.   
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earthly affairs.
36
 Thus, rather than imputing higher deities with involvement in the filth of the 
mundane,
37
 Porphyry claims that it is only (evil) daemons that “prompt us to supp ications 
and sacrifices, as if the beneficent gods were angry.”38 Daemons convince people that the 
sacrifices are actually directed at the gods, and furthermore impute their own malicious 
activities to the mytho ogies which surround the Greek pantheon: “They do such things 
because they want to dislodge us from a correct concept of the gods and convert us to 
themse ves.”39 This, according to Porphyry, is one of the more regrettable activities of evil 
daemons: “Most terrib e of a  , they move on from there to persuade peop e that the same 
applies even to the greatest gods, to the extent that even the best god is made liable to these 
accusations, for they say it is by him that everything has been thrown topsy-turvy into 
confusion.”40  
Theological confusion, however, is not the primary danger of evil daemons. Rather, 
Porphyry warns Castricius that participation in sacrifice will result in the pollution of the 
philosophical body with evil daemons. The daemons are drawn to the sacrifices, Porphyry 
                                                 
36
While the distancing of the High God from earthly materiality is a trend that runs throughout ancient 
P atonism, it became particu ar y preva ent in the tenets of “Midd e” and “Neo-” P atonism. On this 
development, see John M. Dillon, The Middle Platonists, 80 B.C. to A.D. 220 (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornel University 
Press, 1977 (1996)).   
 
37This caricature was particu ar y preva ent in satirica  portraya s of anima  sacrifice. See esp. Lucian’s On 
Sacrifices, which mocks sacrificial practice by portraying the gods as “peering over” the firmament and pining 
for humans to offer up “smoke” and “vapors” for their consumption.  
 
38
DA 2.40.2. Clark, On Abstinence, 72.  
 
39
DA 2.40.2. Clark, On Abstinence, 72.  
 
40
DA 2.40.4. Clark, On Abstinence, 72. Interestingly, Porphyry accuses his philosophical counterparts of falling 
victim to this daemonic mimicry: “It is not on y  ay peop e who are victims of this, but even some of those who 
study philosophy; and each is responsible for the other, for among the students of philosophy those who do not 
stand clear of the general opinion come to agree with the masses, whereas the masses, hearing from those with a 
reputation for wisdom opinions which agree with their own, are confirmed in holding even more strongly such 
be iefs about the gods” (DA 2.40.5, Clark, On Abstinence, 72).  
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states, because “they rejoice in the ‘drink-offerings and smoking meat.”41 This desire is 
intimately tied to the physiological make-up of the daemons, since their “pneumatic part 
grows fat” from the inha ation of the sacrificia  materia s, “for [their pneuma] lives on 
vapours and exha ations…and it draws power from the smoke that rises from blood and 
f esh.”42 The concept of exhalations is closely connected with broader concepts of 
nourishment and cosmological placement. In his On the Cave of the Nymphs, for example, 
Porphyry states that “some maintain that the bodies in the air and those in the heavens a so 
are nourished by vapors from streams and rivers and other sources of exha ation.”43 
Participants in anima  sacrifice, by providing the smoky “vapors” that are necessary for 
sustaining the daemonic body, are complicit in empowering these misanthropic beings.  
What is more, animal sacrifice endangers participants by drawing daemons nearer to 
the realm of humanity, and thus allowing daemonic infiltration into the community. Porphyry 
states that “an inte  igent, temperate man wi   be wary of making sacrifices through which he 
wi   draw such beings to himse f.”44 James Rives has explored the ideology which undergirds 
Porphyry’s fear of daemonic corruption, and exp ains that Porphyry “assumes a 
correspondence between sacrificial ritual and the structure of the cosmos; his objection to 
                                                 
41
DA 2.42.3. Clark, On Abstinence, 73.  
 
42
DA 2.42.3. Clark, On Abstinence, 73. Such an image draws an interesting parallel in the writings of the mid-
2
nd
 century satirist Lucian, who lampoons the hungry gods who “gaze about in every direction,  eaning down to 
see if they can see fire being  ighted anywhere, or steam drifting up to them ‘about the smoke entwined.’ If 
anybody sacrifices, they all have a feast, opening their mouths for the smoke and drinking the blood that is spilt 
at the a tars, just  ike f ies; but if they dine at home, their mea  is nectar and ambrosia” (De Sacr. 9). For 
discussion, see Laura Nasra  ah, “The Embarrassment of B ood,”  Ch. 7 in Jennifer Wright Knust and 
Zsuzsanna Várhelyi, eds., Ancient Mediterranean Sacrifice (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 150. 
 
43
Porphyry, On the Cave of the Nymphs 11. Translation from Porphyre, The Cave of the Nymphs in the Odyssey 
(New York: Arethusa, 1969), 13. 
 
44
DA 2.43.1. Clark, On Abstinence, 73.  
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animal sacrifice is that by its very nature it establishes a connection between the person who 
performs it and a particular segment of the cosmos, namely, the maleficent       s.”45  
Rives furthermore notes that, according to Porphyry, “these       s work against the 
proper goal of the philosopher, which is to ascend upward into the realm of the intelligible, 
by invo ving us more deep y in the wor d of matter and the passions.”46 Indeed, Porphyry’s 
idea  phi osopher “works to purify his sou  in every way,” a task which can be comp icated 
by daemonic corruption.
47
  Porphyry continues:  
We make every effort, drawing on the soul and on external things, to become like God and those who 
accompany him – and this happens through dispassion, through carefully articulated concepts about 
what reality is, and through a life which is directed to those realities – and to become unlike wicked 
people and       s and anything else that delights in things mortal and material.48 
Porphyry warns Castricius, moreover, that one who deserts such a program will inevitably 
become po  uted with daemonic materia ity: “the more we neg ect the remova  of passions 
from the soul, the more we are linked to the evil power, and it will be necessary to appease 
that too…those who are bound by externa  things and are not yet in contro  of passions must 
avert that power too, for if they do not, their troub es wi   not cease.”49 Elsewhere, Porphyry 
exp ains the significance of the “exha ations” which emanate from sacrifice and their effect 
on the psycho ogica  (and daemonic) body: “For this reason the souls of the dead are evoked 
by an infusion of bile and blood, while body-loving souls drag along their spirit full of 
moisture and condense it like a cloud, for moisture condensed in air forms a cloud; and when 
                                                 
45James Rives, “The Theo ogy of Anima  Sacrifice,” Ch. 9 in Knust and Várhelyi, Ancient Mediterranean 
Sacrifice (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 189.   
 
46
Ibid.  
 
47
DA 2.43.1. Clark, On Abstinence, 73.  
 
48
DA 2.43.3. Clark, On Abstinence, 73. Emphasis mine. 
  
49
DA 2.43.4-5. Clark, On Abstinence, 73.  
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the spirit is condensed within them by an excess of moisture they become visib e.”50 “Pure 
sou s,” Porphyry continues, “are averse to genesis,” and thereafter, quoting Herac itus: “The 
dry sou  is wisest.”51 Thus, daemonic corruption is particularly harmful for the human soul 
because it would involve the inevitable pollution of the soul with moisture, the weighty 
element that spoils the sou ’s dryness and chains it to materiality. In his Letter to Marcella, 
Porphyry explains the cosmic warfare that lurks behind human piety: “God strengthens the 
man who does noble deeds. But an evil spirit (     n) is the instigator of evi  deeds.”52 
Thus, as seen here, Porphyry positions God and evil daemons as two cosmic entities 
competing for the loyalty of the soul – those who succeed in offering a rationa  “sacrifice” 
will gain God as an advisor, but those who offer animal sacrifice will become corrupt with 
daemons and mired in materiality.
53
 
In sum, Porphyry exhibits a sharply-bifurcated daemonology, wherein good daemons 
function as cosmological administrators and personal assistants to virtuous humans, while 
evil daemons appease their passions and serve the evil power in the world. Porphyry’s 
lengthy diversion into such a complex daemonology is an essential element in attempting to 
persuade Castricius to avoid animal sacrifice and resume his vegetarian lifestyle. By 
participating in animal sacrifice and thereafter consuming the meat, Hellenic cultic 
participants inevitably draw daemons to themselves and prevent their pursuit of the 
                                                 
50
On the Cave of the Nymphs, 11. Translation from Porphyre, The Cave of the Nymphs, 15.  
 
51
Ibid.  
 
52
Letter to Marcella, 16. Translation from Porphyry, Porphyry's Letter to His Wife Marcella, trans. Alice 
Zimmern (Grand Rapids: Phanes Press, 1986), 49. 
 
53In the same  etter, Porphyry states that “the wise man honours God even in his silence, while the fool 
dishonours Him even while praying and offering sacrifice. Thus the wise man only is a priest; he only is 
be oved by God, and knows how to pray” (Letter to Marcella 16; translation from Zimmern, Porphyry’s Letter, 
49).  
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philosophical life.  Porphyry’s daemono ogica  system is significant, in that it provides 
insights not only into his philosophical concerns, but also for its distinctive place within the 
Hellenic intellectual tradition. Indeed, as will be explored in Chapter III, Porphyry’s 
intellectual predecessors offer little precedent for his brand of daemonology. It will be 
important, then, to explore the Hellenic daemonological tradition in order to draw out the 
distinctive e ements of Porphyry’s system, a task to which I now turn.  
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Chapter Three 
‘BETWEEN GOD AND MORTALS:  
DAEMONIC SACRIFICE IN HELLENIC LITERATURE 
 
Porphyry’s contention that daemons interact c ose y with this cosmos is rather 
unremarkable. Hellenic literature, whether philosophical, historical or literary, offer 
numerous examples of daemons impeding on the lives of humanity in various forms. What is 
distinctive, however, is the manner in which Porphyry closely connects malevolent daemons 
with animal sacrifice. In what follows, then, I explore the way in which Hellenic intellectuals 
conceived of the daemonic participation in sacrificia  cu t. As wi   be shown, Porphyry’s 
daemonology both builds upon and diverges from this lengthy tradition in important ways.  
HELLENIC DAEMONS AND SACRIFICE 
 The sacrificial altar is a rather strange abode for the daemonic. John Rexine states, for 
example, that the term        “is a word of  iterature rather than cu t. It is a word that is 
more generalized and less personalized than Theos.”54 Hellenic literature does provide, 
however, ample witness to the purported intervention of the daemonic in other manners. The 
daemonic took on a host of roles in ancient literature, including that of anonymous or 
                                                 
54J.E. Rexine, “Daimon in C assica  Greek Literature, Platon XXXVII (1985), 35. For discussion, see also Jon 
D. Mikalson, Greek Popular Religion in Greek Philosophy (Oxford ;New York: Oxford University Press, 
2010), 23. For daemono ogy nearer to Porphyry, see F.E. Brenk, “In the Light of the Moon. Demono ogy in the 
Ear y Imperia  Period,”  u ste   u     e er      er R   sche  elt II.16.3 (1986), 2068-2145. 
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unknown deity/divine force,
55
 cosmic administrator,
56
 personified Fate,
57
 divine avenger,
58
 
and (benevolent) personal guide.
59
 The daemonic, in sum, is “que que chose d’autre que  e 
dieu et  ’homme, que que chose qui est moins que  ’un et p us que  ’autre.”60 Despite their 
intermediate position, daemons were not often associated with cultic practice,
61
 a fact which 
underscores the uniqueness of Porphyry’s connection between animal sacrifice and daemons.  
That is not to say, of course, that Porphyry’s particu ar brand of daemonic sacrifice is 
without analogue in the Hellenic literary tradition. Narrative traditions concerning evil 
daemons, for example, often asserted that capricious spirits could be warded off through 
cu tic offerings of anima s (or humans). These “apotropaic” rites are found sporadica  y in 
                                                 
55
Homer, Iliad III.420; I.922; Hesiod, Theogony 984-91, Theogony I.655. Sophocles, Oedipus Tyrannus II.707-
715; Euripides, Hippolytos 99; Plato, Phdr. 274c5-7, 240a9-b1; Plt. 271d6-7 and 272e6-8, Tim. 40d6-e4; Lg. 
9.877a2-b2. 
 
56
Pindar, Pythian X.10, Olympian IX.28. 
 
57
Homer, Il. XII.103-105; Hesiod, Works and Days 314; Theognis, II.149-50; Pindar, Isthmian Vi.11.40-45. 
 
58
Aischylos Agamemnon 1569, 1660; Persians 158, 472, 345; Seven 705. Sophocles, Philoktetes li.1464-68, 
Oedipos Tyrannus II.1478-79. Euripides, Trojan Women 103, Alkestis 561, 931. 
 
59
Plato, Phd. 107d5-e4 and 108a2-3, b2-3; Rep. 10.617e1-2, 620.d7-e1. 
 
60
Marcel Detienne,  e    Pe s e Rel   euse   l  pe s e ph losoph  ue  l   ot o   e           s le 
pythagorisme ancient (Paris: Les belles lettres, 1963), 135.  
 
61
The    thos       , a protective domestic spirit, did receive cultic libation offerings (Aristoph. Equites 85; 
Vespae 525; Plut. Symp. 655e., Porph., Sententia 31.7), but this practice is clearly not in view in Porphyry’s 
discussion of animal sacrifice. In Platonic literature, daemons were often conceptualized as intermediary 
transmitters between gods and humans, though this concept depicted daemons as couriers, rather than 
recipients, of cultic offerings (Plato, Symposium 202d-203a). Porphyry approving y cites the “transmitter 
daemon,” but c ear y sees this ro e as exc usive to benevo ent daemons, and separate from the activity of the 
evil daemons who greedily partake of animal sacrifice. For discussion, cf. Rexine J. E., "Daimon in Classical 
Greek Literature," Platon XXXVII (1985), 35. Mikalson, Greek Popular Religion in Greek Philosophy (Oxford 
;New York: Oxford University Press, 2010), 23. For daemono ogy nearer to Porphyry, see Brenk, “In the Light 
of the Moon,” 2068-2145. For Platonic daemonology more broadly, see Motte, Andr . “La Cat gorie 
p atonicienne du d monique,” in Ju ien Ries, ed., Anges et démons. Actes du colloque de Liège et de Louvain-
la-Neuve, 25-26 novembre 1987 (Louvain-la-Neuve : Centre d'histoire des religions, 1989), 205-221. 
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He  enic  iterature, inc uding Aeschy us’ Persians,62 several Hellenic novels,63 and even the 
writings of philosophers like Xenocrates and Plutarch.
64
 By positioning evil daemons as the 
recipients of apotropaic offerings, these writings anticipate Porphyry’s De Abstinentia in 
closely connecting malevolent spirits with the reception and consumption of animal sacrifice.  
It is unlikely, nevertheless, that apotropaic sacrifices served as the ideological 
inspiration for Porphyry’s conceptua ization of daemonic sacrifice. Apotropaic rites were 
classified among thysiai ageustoi, “sacrifices not tasted,” since these rites did not entai  the 
consumption of sacrificial meat.
65
 Porphyry even refers to this practice in book two of De 
Abstinentia: “A   the theo ogians agreed that in apotropaic sacrifices one must not partake of 
the victims.”66 When Porphyry discusses animal sacrifice elsewhere, by contrast, he assumes 
that cultic practitioners will consume the meat they sacrifice to evil daemons; he seems to 
have in mind, therefore, traditional animal sacrifice, rather than the thysia ageustoi of 
                                                 
62
Persians II.628-46. Here, the ghost of the deceased Darius haunts the title characters, who are then required to 
pour  ibations to appease both their former genera  and “chthonic daemons.” Cf. Hippocrates, Regimen, 4.89; 
Pausanias, 2.11.1. For discussion, cf. J.E. Rexine, “Daimon in Classical Greek Literature.” 29-52; Gunnel 
Ekroth, The Sacrificial Rituals of Greek Hero-Cults in the Archaic to the Early Hellenistic Periods (Li ge: 
Centre internationa  d’ tude de  a re igion grecque antique, 2002),  3.  
 
63
On this, see Arthur Darby Nock, “Greek Nove s and Egyptian Religion,” in Nock, Essays on Religion and the 
Ancient World. Vol. 1 Ed. Zeph Stewart. Oxford, Clarendon, pp. 169-75; Jack Wink er, “Lo  ianos and the 
Desperadoes," Journal of Hellenic Studies 100 (1980), pp. 155-181. In his work Evil Incarnate, David 
Frankfurter discusses the function of these scenes of human sacrifice: “Nove ists  ike Achi  es Tatius and 
Lollianos offer lurid scenes of human sacrifice to demonstrate the religious Otherness of the bandit gangs into 
whose c utches heroines tended to fa  ” (David Frankfurter, Evil Incarnate : Rumors of Demonic Conspiracy 
and Ritual Abuse in History (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2006), 77 n. 9.). Frankfurter continues: 
“These de iberate y fantastic scenarios from Roman antiquity, using bandits as countercultures, paralleled a 
tendency among historical writers of the same period also to impute sacrifice and ritual cannibalism to cultures 
deemed disorderly or subhuman - especially nomads. The boundaries of humanity that might be apparent in 
such cultures' different economic and domestic lifestyle are revealed and epitomized in ritual acts that are 
fundamenta  y atrocious” (Evil Incarnate, 78). 
 
64
Apud Plutarch, De Iside et Osiride, 361b; Celsus apud Origen, Contra Celsum VIII.60; “A Certain 
Pythagorean” apud Origen, Contra Celsum VII.6; Plutarch, De Defectu Oraculorum 417d-e. 
 
65F.T. van Straten, Hier  Ka  : Images of Anima  Sacrifice in Archaic and C assica  Greece (Leiden; New York: 
E.J. Brill, 1995), 3-5. 
 
66
DA 2.44.2. Clark, On Abstinence, 73.  
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apotropaic ceremonies. Apotropaic sacrifices, moreover, are designed to “ward off” the 
assau ts of evi  daemons, whereas Porphyry’s “daemonic sacrifice” inevitab y invited, rather 
than thwarted, daemonic attack and cohabitation.  
Additionally, Porphyry elsewhere explicitly rejects the efficacy of apotropaic 
sacrifices. In the beginning of his discussion of daemons in De Abstinentia, Porphyry 
acknowledges the wider belief in the practice:  
There is a conviction about all [daemons] that they can do harm if they are angered by being neglected 
and not receiving the accustomed worship, and on the other hand that they can do good to those who 
make them well-disposed by prayer and supplication and sacrifices and all that goes with them.
67
  
Porphyry here is discussing the idea that all daemons are capricious, but can be swayed by 
various offerings, the very concept that underlies the logic of apotropaic rites.  Porphyry 
rejects this idea, however, as “confused” and an instance of “serious misrepresentation.”68 
Porphyry goes on to explain that benevolent daemons always do good in their respective 
spheres of influence (crops, weather, transmitting offerings), whereas evil daemons always 
behave ma icious y. Porphyry exp ains that “the worst of absurdities” is to think that “there is 
bad in the good ones and good in the bad ones.”69 Thus, Porphyry explicitly undermines the 
belief in daemonic fickleness, and thus repudiates the ideological underpinning of apotropaic 
sacrifice.  
While apotropaic rites serve as partial precedents for Porphyry’s brand of daemonic 
sacrifice, there remain other instances where He  enic inte  ectua s anticipated Porphyry’s 
formulation. The 2
nd
 century writer Ce sus states: “For perhaps we ought not to disbe ieve 
                                                 
67
DA 2.37.5. Clark, On Abstinence, 70.  
 
68
DA 2.38.1. Clark, On Abstinence, 70.  
 
69
DA 2.39.5. Clark, On Abstinence, 71.  
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wise men who say that most of the earthly daemons are absorbed with created things, and 
riveted to blood and burnt-offerings and magical enchantments.”70 Celsus ultimately 
dismisses this view – he states that “we ought rather to think that the daemons do not  ong for 
anything and need nothing, but are pleased with people who perform acts of devotion to 
them”71 – but his testimony confirms that at least some 2nd century inte  ectua s (“wise men”) 
asserted that daemons consumed the emissions of animal sacrifices. What is more, Origen of 
A exandria c aims that “a certain Pythagorean” cited the examp e of the priest Chryses (Iliad 
I.34-53) as proof that “evi  daemons…de ight in burnt-offerings and sacrifices.”72 Ce sus’ 
“wise men” and Origen’s “Pythagorean,” therefore, serve as important witnesses to 
discourses of daemonic sacrifice, simi ar to Porphyry’s, among He  enic inte  ectua s of the 
2
nd
 and 3
rd
 centuries.  
The sporadic support for the concept of daemonic sacrifice, however, is outweighed 
by the marginalization and rejection of daemonic sacrifice among Hellenic intellectuals. It is 
important to note, for example, that not a single extant Hellenic work prior to the De 
Abstinentia explicitly endorses the idea that traditional Graeco-Roman sacrifice is dedicated 
to evil daemons. On the contrary, all of our evidence for pre-Porphyrian daemonic sacrifice is 
found in second-hand testimonies dating from the 2
nd
 century and later (and thus postdating 
the rise and possible influence of Christian intellectuals). What is more, there are numerous 
                                                 
70
Apud Origen, Contra Celsum VIII.60. Translation from Origen, Contra Celsum, trans. Henry Chadwick 
(Cambridge Eng.: University Press, 1965), 497. Emphasis mine.  
71
Apud Origen, Contra Celsum VIII.63. Translation from Chadwick , Contra Celsum, 500.  
 
72
Contra Celsum VII.6.  K.S. Guthrie and F. Thedinga have attributed this fragment to Numenius of Apamea, 
though Chadwick notes that this wou d be a break from Origen’s typica  practice of exp icit y citing Numenius 
(Chadwick, Contra Celsum, 400 n. 2); cf. K.S. Guthrie, Numenius of Apamea (Grantwood, N.J., 1917), 50; F. 
Thedinga, De Numenio philosopho Platonico (Bonn, 1875)). This fragment is included neither in the critical 
edition of E.-A. Leemans (Studie Over Den Wijsgeer Numenius Van Apamea met Uitgave der Fragmenten. 
Bruxe  es: Pa ais des Acad mies, 1937), nor in that of Édouard des Places (Numenius, of Apamea: Fragments. 
Paris: Les Belles lettres, 1973).  
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indications that Hellenic thinkers rejected association between evil daemons and animal 
sacrifice. The majority of the dramatis personae in P utarch’s dia ogues, inc uding P utarch’s 
favored mouthpiece Lamprias, dismiss C eombrotus’ assertion of daemonic desire for 
sacrifice as “extraordinary and presumptuous.”73 Celsus, as noted earlier, rejects the opinions 
of the “wise men” who be ieve that daemons take de ight in sacrifices and burnt offerings.74 
As a final example, the Neo-P atonist Iamb ichus dismisses Porphyry’s assertion that the 
daemonic body receives nourishment from the exhalations of sacrifice.
75
  
The explicit rejection of daemonic sacrifice by intellectuals such as Plutarch, Celsus 
and Iamblichus, therefore, helps explain the relative lack of support for the position in the 
Hellenic literary tradition: daemonic sacrifice remained an unpopular, marginalized 
ideological position among Hellenic intellectuals up until and during the time of Porphyry. 
Hellenic literature, therefore, as traditionally construed, provides an insufficient ideological 
lineage for Porphyry’s particu ar variety of ma evo ent daemono ogy. In sum, it is necessary 
to widen the evidentiary purview and consult sources that have traditionally been excluded 
from consideration within Porphyrian studies.    
 
SURVEY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
Due in part to Porphyry’s c aim that daemons consume the emanations of anima  sacrifice, 
scho ars have  ong asserted that Porphyry’s daemono ogy stands at variance with his 
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De Defectu Oraculorum 418d. For discussion, cf. F. E. Brenk, "« A most Strange Doctrine ». Daimon in 
Plutarch," The Classical Journal (Classical Association of the Middle West and South) 69 (1973), 1-11. 
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Apud Origen, Contra Celsum VIII.60-63.  
 
75
Iamblichus, De Mysteriis 5.4.  
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phi osophica  predecessors and contemporaries. C.D.G. M   er, for examp e, as part of his 
 exicographica  entry on “Geister (D monen)” for the Re lle   o    r   t  e u   
Christentum, described Porphyry’s daemono ogy as a “primitive re ic.”76 M.P. Nilsson 
 ikewise denounced Porphyry’s daemono ogy as “atrocious.”77 Andr  Nance, in his 2002 
artic e “Porphyry: The Man and His Demons,” avoided such mora istic judgment in his 
treatment of Porphyrian idiosyncrasies, but nonetheless offered only vague intellectual 
lineages for the Neo-P atonist’s daemono ogy; Nance conc uded that Porphyry draws upon 
both P atonic and “pre-P atonic” (Homeric) daemono ogies, as we   as concepts from “the 
 arger Greek cu tura  tradition.”78 Dale Martin offered a more thoroughgoing assessment in 
his 2004 monograph, Inventing Superstition, which inc uded a chapter entit ed “The 
Phi osophers Turn: Phi osophica  Daimons in Late Antiquity.” Martin asserted that the 
increasing prevalence of evil daemons in the writings of Neo-Platonists like Plotinus, 
Porphyry and Iamblichus was not the result of Christian intellectual influence (as might be 
                                                 
76
C.D.G. Müller, "Geister (Dämonen)," in Reallexikon Für Antike Und Christentum, ed. Theodor Klauser, Vol. 
IX (Stuttgart: Anton Hiersemann, 1976), 655.   
 
77
M.P. Nilsson, Geschichte der griechischen Religion. Bd. 2: Die hellenistiche und romische Zeit 4. Aufl 
(Munchen: Beck 1988. Handbuck der Altertumswissenschaft), 438.  
 
78Nance, “Porphyry: The Man and His Demons,”   .  
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presumed),
79
 but instead the creeping infi tration of “popu ar opinion” into the phi osophica  
schools of Late Antiquity.
80
  
Two recent studies, however, have indirect y questioned Martin’s dismissa  of 
Christian influence upon Neo-Platonic daemonologies, particularly in the case of Porphyry. 
Gregory Smith, for examp e, noted that Porphyry’s description of daemonic physio ogy 
closely parallels those found in early Christian writings, especially that of Origen.
81
 Heidi 
Marx-Wolf similarly argued, as part of her 2009 PhD dissertation, that the daemonologies of 
Minucius Felix, the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies, and Origen prefigured and possibly 
influenced the daemonology of Porphyry.
82
 Marx-Wolf presented these insights at the 2007 
Oxford Patristics Conference (later published in the 2010 Studia Patristica), where she noted 
that Porphyry “agreed with his Christian contemporaries and their predecessors on a number 
of key positions concerning evil daimones,” inc uding their desire for b oody sacrifices.83 In 
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Martin, Inventing Superstition, 205: “I think we may quick y dismiss one possib e exp anation [for the Neo-
Platonic shift to belief in malevolent daemons]. Someone might suggest that the late antique philosophers were 
themselves influenced in their notion of daimons by Christianity, say by coming into contact with the learned 
writings of someone  ike Origen. This seems to me not  ike y.” Martin gives two reasons for rejecting the 
Christian provenance of Neo-Platonic malevolent daemons: (1) the existence of malevolent daemons in the 
writings of earlier Graeco-Roman intellectuals, such as Xenocrates, Plutarch and Celsus, and (2) the fact that 
earlier Greek intellectuals did not fall under the influence of Christian daemonologies (Martin, Inventing 
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Martin, Inventing Superstition, 206. Martin attributes the Neo-P atonists’ susceptibi ity to popu ar inf uence to 
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Gregory A. Smith, "How Thin is a Demon?" Journal of Early Christian Studies 16, no. 4 (12/01, 2008), 485-
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CE” (Ph.D., University of Ca ifornia, Santa Barbara), 99-108.  
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a 2010 adaptation of her research, Marx-Wolf concluded that Origen himself was a likely 
influence upon the De Abstinentia of Porphyry.
84
 
In the pages to fo  ow, I bui d upon Smith’s and Marx-Wo f’s observations by 
providing two analyses that have thus far evaded scholarly treatment: (1) a detailed 
comparison of Porphyry’s daemono ogy with both He  enic and Christian predecessors, and 
(2) a fresh exp oration of the setting for Porphyry’s major daemono ogica  discussion in De 
Abstinentia II.36-43. In sum, I contend that Porphyry, as part of his anti-sacrifice program, 
draws upon and participates in a Christian discourse which ridiculed the Hellenic cult by 
associating it with carnivorous, gluttonous daemons. Such a hypothesis does not reinstitute 
past scho ar y s anders that asserted the “primitive,” “barbarian,” or “non-phi osophica ” 
nature of Porphyry’s daemono ogy. On the contrary, it was primarily through philosophical 
circles, and especially that of the Alexandrian philosopher Ammonius Saccas and his pupil 
Origen of Alexandria, that Christian daemonologies came to exert influence on their Hellenic 
counterparts. Porphyry’s daemono ogy emerges not as a barbaric outlier, therefore, but as a 
philosophical product fully explicable within its intellectual milieu. 
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Chapter Four 
‘THE TABLE OF DAEMONS’: EARLY CHRISTIAN LITERATURE  
& DAEMONIC SACRIFICE 
 
 
Jewish and Christian writings share a lengthy tradition of associating sacrifice with 
daemonic spirits. These texts build upon anti-foreign-cult motifs which often ridiculed rival 
cults as ceremonies dedicated to daemons.
85
 Early Christian sources adapted this 
daemonological discourse for their own polemical purposes.  As will be demonstrated by the 
following survey, many of these early Christian texts exhibit notable similarities with the 
daemonological tenets of Porphyry of Tyre 
 
EARLY CHRISTIAN DAEMONS AND SACRIFICE 
In perhaps the most famous example, Paul of Tarsus exhorts his Corinthian readers 
not to partake of meat sacrificed to ido s: “I imply that what pagans sacrifice, they sacrifice 
to demons and not to God. I do not want you to be partners with demons. You cannot drink 
the cup of the Lord and the cup of demons. You cannot partake of the table of the Lord and 
the table of demons” (1 Cor 10:20-21, NRSV). Paul is not the only Christian writer, of 
course, to condemn Hellenic cultic practice by associating it with gluttonous daemons. The 
Book of Revelation, for example, similarly equates the gods of Hellenic cult with daemons:  
The rest of humankind, who were not killed by these plagues, did not repent of the works of their 
hands or give up worshiping demons and idols of gold and silver and bronze and stone and wood, 
which cannot see or hear or walk (9:20, NRSV).  
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We find another example in the Didache, an early church order treatise, which exhorts its 
readers to “especially abstain from food sacrificed to idols, for this is a ministry to dead 
gods” (6:3).86 The Christian Sibylline Oracles, moreover, contain a lengthy ex eventu 
prophecy of the apostasy of Jews in the diaspora:  
For I alone am God, and other god there is none. They seek oracles of my image, wrought from wood, 
and shaping with their hands a speechless idol. They honour it with prayers and unholy ritual. 
Forsaking the Creator, they render service to wantonness; worthless the gifts men have, to useless 
beings they give them, And as it were for my honour they think all these useful, Celebrating a steaming 
banquet, as for their own dead. For they burn flesh, and bones full of marrow, Sacrificing on their 
altars, an  to the  e o s pour out bloo …I need no sacrifice or libation at your hand, no foul reek of 
fat, no hateful blood. For these things will they do in memory of kings and tyrants, for dead demons, as 
if they were heavenly, performing a ritual godless and destructive.
87
  
The witness of the Sibylline Oracles is significant, in that it encapsulates many of the 
disparate motifs often founds in Christian anti-sacrifice rhetoric. As seen in the passage 
above, Christian literature often connected the association of meat with the purported need of 
daemons to partake in the bloody ritual. In short, the prevalence of meat within Hellenic 
cultic practice, in tandem with the equation of the pagan pantheon with daemonic spirits, led 
to the construction of the daemonic body as one that was in need of food for sustenance, 
and/or, perhaps more frequently, one that took a sadistic pleasure in soaking up the fumes 
which emanated from the bloody and fleshy sacrifices characteristic of Hellenic cult.  
 We find a similar invocation of the sacrificial sustenance of daemons in the Acts of 
Thomas, where a recently-exorcised daemon exp ains to the Apost e Thomas: “And as thou 
art refreshed by thy prayer and good works and spiritual hymns, so am I refreshed by murder 
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and adulteries and sacrifices wrought with wine at the altars.”88 Thus, the Acts of Thomas 
position sacrifices as at least one earthly event that leads to the sustenance of the daemonic 
body. What is more, when the Apostle Thomas demands that the daemon no longer dwell 
among humanity, the evil spirit replies: “A hard command hast thou given us<…>For those 
who have wrought…the images rejoice in them more than thee, and the many worship 
them<.>and do their will, sacrificing to them and bringing food and libations <of> wine and 
water.”89 Thus, as seen here, the daemon contends that the sacrifices keep it riveted to the 
human realm, and thus unable to heed Thomas’ command to f ee.  
 According to another Apocryphal Acts, the Acts of Andrew, the nutrition of sacrifice 
provides daemons their much-needed physiological fuel:  
So long as the demonic nature does not have its blood-red nourishment, nor draws in the sustenance 
that comes from it, since animals are not slain, it is weak and comes to nothing, being wholly dead. But 
when it has what it desires, it becomes strong and expands and rises up, enlarged by things it delights 
in (53).
90
 
This text, then, contains many of themes familiar to us from Porphyry, including sacrificial 
sustenance, the fattening of the daemonic body, and the sadistic delight inherent in the 
daemonic partaking of animal sacrifice.  
 We find another instance of just such types of daemonic physiology in Pseudo-
Clementine literature. In the Homilies, for example, the author explicitly equates food 
sacrificed to ido s with the “tab e of daemons,” an interpretation that bui ds upon Pau ’s 
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statements in 1 Corinthians.
91
 Within the same text, the Apostle Peter explains that daemons 
have no power over humans un ess they have first sat down at the “tab e of daemons” and 
partaken of things sacrificed to idols.
92
 Hence, Peter urges his listeners to eschew the “tab e 
of daemons” by avoiding the consumption of f esh and b ood.93  
 As a final example, Cyprian of Carthage, a North African Christian who was a 
contemporary of Origen and Porphyry, elaborates on daemonic pollution and its significance 
for Christian ritual practice. According to Cyprian, Christians who participate in Hellenic cult 
inevitably contract Satanic (=daemonic) pollution, and thus inhibit their ability to participate 
properly in Christian ritual:  
People coming back from the a tars of Satan approach Our Lord’s sacred body, their hands sti   fou  
and reeking; while still belching, one may say, from the poisonous food of the idols – their breath even 
yet charged with the foulness of their crime and with the stench of their repulsive death-feast – they 
desecrate the body of the Lord.
94
 
Cyprian then reproves such  apsed Christians for po  uting the community with the “tab e of 
daemons,” an overt reference to Pau ’s 1 Corinthians 10:21.95 In such a way, Cyprian 
demonstrates the way in which some Christians imagined the embodied state of daemonic 
pollution and its accompanying incompatibility with Christian ritual.   
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PORPHYRY AND EARLY CHRISTIAN LITERATURE 
The foregoing survey of the discourse of daemonic sacrifice and pollution in early 
Christian literature showcases the way in which early Christian literature shared many 
daemonological motifs with Porphyry. First, early Christian authors and Porphyry agree that 
daemons are the ultimate recipients of animal sacrifice, rather than intermediate transmitters, 
as was more prominent among Hellenic intellectuals. Second, Porphyry agrees with Christian 
writers that sacrifice actually does provide physiological sustenance for its recipients, a 
position that finds little support among Hellenic writers, and receives scorn from cultic 
suppliant and satirist alike.
96
 Third, several Christian texts contend that sacrifice is the 
material link which binds daemons to the earthly realm, a position that likewise finds support 
in Porphyry’s oeuvre.  
  Fourth, in contradistinction to common satires and critiques of sacrifice, Porphyry 
and Christian writers see more danger in animal sacrifice than merely the performance of 
futile ritual praxis. In previous Hellenic “critiques” of sacrifice, most intellectuals had simply 
mocked the supposed ineffectiveness of animal sacrifice. In Christian and Porphyrian 
rhetoric, however, the danger lies not only in the ritua ’s ineffectiveness, but in attracting the 
presence of evil daemons into one's personal sphere, and even into one's own body. The 
discourse of daemonic pollution, then, prevalent within Christian sources yet sparse in pagan, 
becomes a prominent feature in Porphyry's anti-sacrifice rhetoric.  
Whi e such connections are high y suggestive of Christian inf uence on Porphyry’s 
daemonological discourse, an immediate problem prevents such a simple conclusion: 
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Porphyry’s reputation as an avid critic of Christianity.  Augustine once referred to Porphyry 
as the accerimus inimicus of the Christians, while Eusebius noted that Porphyry “is 
ce ebrated for his fa se accusations against us.”97 It is likely that Porphyry began writing anti-
Christian treatises in 268CE, and continued through the turn of the century, though the 
precise contours of his anti-Christian oeuvre remain obscure.
98
 What is more, it’s quite 
possible that Porphyry served as one of the court lecturers against the Christians in the court 
of Galerius during the winter of 302-3 CE, a role that might have catalyzed the ensuing 
‘Great Persecution.’99 Because of Porphyry’s extensive opposition to Christianity, he became 
persona non grata among Christian intellectual elites, a situation which led to the destruction 
of his work soon after Constantine took power,
100
 as well as the use of his name as a 
polemical barb in intra-Christian debates.
101
 The question arises, therefore: how could the 
accerimus inimicus of Christianity have utilized Christian ideology in his philosophical 
literature? 
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 In response to this query, Elizabeth DePalma Digeser has cautioned scholars not to 
reinscribe the boundaries which ancient polemicists sought to create by correlating literary 
hostility to socio-historical remoteness. On the contrary, Digeser contends that pagan 
antipathy towards Christians stemmed from the fact that these respective groups’ “be iefs 
were becoming increasing y simi ar.”102 Due to such ideological confluences, as well as 
increasing social interaction, Hellenic phi osophers  ike Porphyry “struck back by 
distinguishing themse ves as very different and superior to Christians.”103 Robert Markus, 
moreover, notes that Christian intellectuals likewise engaged in boundary-drawing: “the 
image of a society neatly divided into ‘Christian’ and ‘pagan’ is the creation of  ate fourth-
century Christians, and has been taken at face va ue by modern historians.”104 Jeremy Schott, 
therefore, contends that Porphyry’s anti-Christian endeavors should not be read as markers of 
absolute dissimi arity, but instead “as a dispute between remarkably similar yet competing 
attempts to negotiate cultural and religious difference.”105 Thus, Porphyry’s hosti ity towards 
his Christian counterparts should alert us to the possibility of obscured commonalities, rather 
than complete Christian/Hellenic divergence.  
 Porphyry, in fact, presents a particularly interesting case for possible connections 
between Hellenic and Christian interpretive communities, in that his literary oeuvre betrays 
personal familiarity with the valued texts of Jewish and Christian communities. Porphyry 
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argues for the pseudepigraphical nature of the Book of Daniel, for instance, based on a 
detailed textual analysis.
106
 Porphyry critiques the Gospels of Mark and Matthew, moreover, 
for producing faulty quotations and citations of the Hebrew Bible,
107
 and similarly points to 
the narrative dissonance between the birth stories of Matthew and Luke.
108
 Finally, Porphyry 
uses Pau ’s troub es in Ga atians as evidence of Christian discord.109 Such extensive 
interaction with Christian texts makes it all the more plausible that Porphyry would be 
engaging with Christian ideologies and discourses, including Christian daemonologies. In 
fact, Socrates of Constantinople alleges, based on a lost fragment of Eusebius, that Porphyry 
himself was a Christian in his youth.
110
 This datum remains rather dubious, but would 
nonetheless help explain several facets of Porphyry’s phi osophica  career, inc uding his 
extensive knowledge of and interest in Christian literature, as well as his ostensible 
familiarity with and tutelage under Origen.
111
  
In sum, Porphyry’s social connections with Christians, intimate knowledge of 
Christian literature, and possible Christian background all suggest paths by which Christian 
daemonological discourse may have wielded influence upon Porphyry’s own ideo ogy. Thus, 
based on these suggestive contacts, the extensive conceptual commonalities heretofore 
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surveyed between Porphyry and his Christian opponents should not be dismissed, but 
investigated as a possible case of intellectual cross-pollination. In the following chapter, 
therefore, I forward an argument that further strengthens the ties between Porphyry’s 
discursive spheres and that of Christian intellectuals, through the emergence of Christian 
Platonism in the 2
nd
 and 3
rd
 centuries.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Chapter Five 
‘ABOVE THE BATH OF MYRTINUS’: CHRISTIAN PLATONISM  
AND EARLY IMPERIAL DAEMONOLOGICAL DISCOURSES 
 
When read in  ight of Porphyry’s larger exegetical and interpretive endeavors, the 
proposal that the Neo-Platonist would incorporate concepts from outside the traditional 
Hellenic literary canon is rather uncontroversial. Jeremy Schott, for example, has noted the 
ways in which Porphyry incorporates insights from the regional cultures in the provinces of 
the Roman empire as part of his formulation of a via universalis.
112
 Porphyry did not 
typically take over these epistemic systems whole-cloth, however. Schott notes, for instance, 
that while “Porphyry is immersed in foreign wisdom…nothing from Egypt, Syria, or any 
other province is va uab e un ess it can be fi tered through a Greek  ens.”113 Building upon 
Schott’s insights, I contend in the following chapter that, in keeping with his typical 
historiographica  practice, Porphyry appropriates the “barbarian” wisdom contained in the 
Christian discourse of daemonic corruption, but “fi tered” through the  ens of 3rd century 
Christian Platonism. That is, I seek to demonstrate that within Hellenic intellectual circles, 
such as the ones in which Porphyry was educated and ultimately spent his career, there 
emerged certain intellectuals who adapted the discourse of daemonic pollution as part of a 
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synthesis of Christian biblical thought and Platonic philosophy. Such a hypothesis receives 
confirmation from two interrelated pieces of evidence. First, beginning with the so-called 
Christian ‘Apo ogists’ of the 2nd and 3rd centuries, extant literary evidence demonstrates the 
degree to which Christian intellectuals were engaging in intensive discussions concerning the 
tenets of Hellenic philosophy and their relative compatibility with Christian theology. 
Second, as part of this discursive sphere, Christian Platonists began to integrate former 
Christian idiosyncrasies, such as apocalyptic daemonology and its discourse of daemonic 
pollution, into complex philosophical systems that attempted to garner the intellectual respect 
of their Hellenic peers. The numerous critiques of Hellenic intellectuals such as Fronto, 
Celsus, Plotinus, and Porphyry demonstrate that this fusing was not always well-received 
among Hellenic interlocutors, but nonetheless serves witness to the fact that Christian 
doctrines, such as the danger of daemonic pollution inherent in Hellenic sacrifice, were 
gaining an audience among Hellenic intellectuals.  
 
CHRISTIAN PLATONISTS AND DAEMONIC CORRUPTION 
 Ever since the work of the 19
th
 century scholar Johann Karl von Otto,
114
 biblical 
studies has long been fascinated with the group of Christian intellectuals of the 2
nd
 and 3
rd
 
centuries who attempted to mount various intellectual defenses of the Christian faith against 
their “cu tured despisers.” Von Otto coined the term “Apo ogists” for this group of Christian 
intellectuals due to their presentation of apologia on behalf of Christian theologies and 
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communities. Past research on the Apologists has often focused on the oppositional nature of 
these writings, a fruitful endeavor that nonetheless obscures the extent to which they 
productively engage with Hellenic paideia. As Werner Jaeger has so fruitfully shown, early 
Christian apologists did not simply oppose Hellenic cu ture, but simu taneous y “die 
griechische Ku tur und Tradition…sich mit ihrem Leben und ihrer Lehre verbanden.”115 
Laura Nasrallah has demonstrated, moreover, that “in the study of Christian apo ogists, the 
traditional divisions of pagan-Jew-Christian have obscured possible alliances between those 
of high status who engaged in culture wars about the value of Greek paideia in the high 
Roman Empire.”116 
 The opening addresses of many Christian apologies demonstrate their ambitious goal 
of reaching the upper echelons of the Roman intellectual and political elite. Apologists such 
as Quadratus, Aristides, Justin Martyr, and Athenagoras, for example, dedicated their written 
defenses to Roman emperors.
117
 There are indications within these apologies, moreover, that 
the Christian intellectuals were aware of the philosophical training of their valued audience. 
Justin Martyr, for example, addresses his 1 Apology to the Emperor Antoninus Pius and “and 
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to his philosopher son Verissimus, and Lucius the philosopher.”118 Athenagoras of Athens 
likewise addresses his Legatio to “Marcus Aure ius Antoninus and Lucius Aure ius 
Commodus, conquerors of Armenia and Sarmatia, and, above all, philosophers.”119 Such 
awareness provides at least one explanation for the prevalence of Hellenic philosophical 
concepts within the writings of these Apologists: in order to ingratiate their cause to their 
detractors, the Apologists used the conceptual apparatus with which they knew their audience 
would be familiar.  
 These Apo ogists’ writings, therefore, exhibit a comp ex interweaving of Christian 
principles and philosophical concepts.
120
 Most notably for our purposes, Platonism, the 
intellectual tradition within which Porphyry stood, was often the favored philosophical 
system of these Christian thinkers. Justin Martyr, for example, situates Platonism as a 
philosophical system second only to Christianity, and insists that the doctrines of these 
respective systems do not differ.
121
 Furthermore, Christian philosophers such as Valentinus, 
Justin, Tatian, and Origen are said to have operated phi osophica  schoo s which, as noted by 
Winrich L hr, mimicked the curricu a of their He  enic counterparts.122 This conceptual and 
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organizational interaction is significant, in that it provides a possible avenue through which 
Christian daemonologies and their attendant discourses on the danger of daemonic pollution 
may have come to influence the daemonological debates of early imperial philosophy, and, 
eventua  y, the daemono ogy of Porphyry’s De Abstinentia. It will be important then, as a 
final step in tracing the “pre-history” of Porphyry’s daemono ogy, to exp ore the instances of 
daemonic pollution within the early Christian Apologists. In doing so, I hope to demonstrate 
the way in which a formerly-“barbarian” daemono ogy, as filtered through the lens of 
Christian Platonism, ultimately informed Porphyrian daemonology.  
 Justin Martyr provides our first significant example of the adaptation of apocalyptic 
daemonology for use in a philosophically-inclined apologetic treatise. Justin traces the origin 
of these daemons to the primordial illicit union of wicked angels and mortal women, drawing 
on the interpretive tradition of the Book of the Watchers:  
These evil demons manifested themselves, both defiled women and corrupted boys, and showed 
terrifying sights to people, that those who did not use their reason in judging the acts that were done, 
were filled with terror; and being taken captive by fear, and not knowing that these were demons, they 
called them gods, and gave to each the name which each of the demons had chosen for himself.
123
  
Justin explains further that the daemons thereafter demanded sacrifice from humans:  
They enslaved the human race to themselves, partly by magical writings, and partly by fears and 
punishments which they occasioned, and partly by teaching them to offer sacrifices and incense and 
libations, which they needed after they were enslaved with lustful passions.
124
  
Thus, the “ ustfu  passion” which first attracted the daemons downward into sexua  unions 
with mortal women now enslaves them to the material world, wherein they require 
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“sacrifices and incense and  ibations” to satisfy their  usts. These evil daemons are still active 
in his day, Justin asserts, and “demand sacrifices and service from peop e who  ive 
irrationa  y.”125 Christians do not sacrifice to such daemons, however, as Justin insists: 
But neither do we honor with many sacrifices and garlands of flowers the objects that people have 
formed and set in temples and named gods; since we know that they are lifeless and dead and have not 
the form of God…but have the name and shapes of those evi  demons which have appeared.”126  
Justin Martyr, therefore, represents the first instance in what will become a long line of 
Christian philosophers who incorporate Christian daemonology, and its attendant association 
of daemonic pollution with Hellenic sacrifice, into literature which participates within 
Hellenic philosophical discourse.    
Tatian of Syria is said to have attended Justin’s schoo  in Rome, and  ike y 
encountered there Justin’s unique fusing of P atonic phi osophy and Christian teaching. 
Much like his purported philosophical mentor, moreover, Tatian often appealed to the danger 
of daemonic corruption as one reason that Christians abstained from traditional cultic 
practices such as animal sacrifice. Tatian states, for example, that daemons are limited to the 
lower, material realm whose attractions they freely chose, a system that, in similar ways to 
both Justin and Porphyry, correlates ethical demeanor to relative materiality and 
cosmological position.
127
  Tatian attributes the daemons’ infatuation with materia ity to a 
primordial fall, where the angels of God fell away due to their  eader’s rebe  ion: “Because of 
his transgression and rebellion the first-born was appointed a demon, along with those who 
had followed his example. Demonic apparitions formed his army, and in consequence of 
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their own free will were given up to their own stupid fo  y.”128 Tatian expands upon the 
mora  fai ing of the evi  daemons: “Nevertheless the demons too, as you call them, who were 
compacted from matter and possess a spirit derived from it, became profligate and greedy, 
some of them turning to what is purer, others to what is inferior to matter and behaving like 
it.”129 Hence, in similar ways to other Platonic philosophers such as Porphyry, Tatian 
associates the malevolence of daemons with an increased association with materiality.  
One of the more significant areas where Platonic philosophical concepts seem to have 
influenced Christian daemonology is in psychology. Rather than beings who attempt to 
inhabit bodies of flesh, as is the case in early Christian exorcism narratives,
130
 evil daemons 
are often portrayed as pneumatic entities that attempt to restrict the soul from rising above 
material existence. Such a belief relies heavily on the Platonic concept of psychological 
ascent, prevalent in philosophical literature and one of the major tenets that undergirds 
Porphyry’s De Abstinentia. Tatian, for examp e, states that “the demons in their own 
malignity rage against men, and by various false machinations pervert their thoughts when 
they incline downwards, in order that they might not have the power to rise aloft for the 
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heaven y journey.”131 Tatian expands upon the deleterious effect of the primordial fall and its 
implications for the soul: 
The soul's wings are the perfect spirit, but the soul cast it away because of sin, fluttered like a nestling 
and fell to the ground, and once removed from heavenly company yearned for association with 
inferiors. The demons had to move house, and those created first were banished, the former were cast 
down from heaven, the latter from not this earth, but one better ordered than here.
132
  
Elsewhere, Tatian explicitly equates the recipients of Hellenic cult with evil daemons:  
These [daemons], men of Greece, you worship, though they are generated from matter and have been 
found to be far from orderly in their conduct; for through their own folly they turned to conceit, 
rebelled, and were determined to steal divine status. The lord of the universe gave license to their 
frolics until the world comes to an end and is dissolved, and the judge arrives; then all mankind, who 
through the demons' revolt long for knowledge of the perfect God, win through their struggles a more 
perfect commendation on the day of judgment.
133
  
Thus, Hellenic cultic practice is actually dedicated to evil, material daemons, who limit the 
ascent of the human soul by clouding the intellect. Animal sacrifice, therefore, as part and 
parcel of the cultic system, exposes its participants to the danger of daemonic corruption. 
One possible result from such daemonic intercourse is the contraction of disease, which 
Tatian proposes based on the teachings of his mentor:  
The most admirable Justin [Martyr] was right in pronouncing that demons are like bandits, for just as 
bandits are in the habit of taking men prisoner and then releasing them to their families on payment, so 
too those supposed gods visit men's bodies, and then in dreams create an impression of their presence 
and order their victims to come forward in sight of all. When they have enjoyed the eulogies they fly 
away from the sick, terminate the disease they have contrived, and restore the men to their previous 
state.
134
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Tatian implies, therefore, that Hellenic cultic practice is not only futile due to its dedication 
to lesser beings, but also dangerous because it attracts the presence of spirits whose primary 
activity is the debilitation of humans.  
We find a similar such daemonology, with several connections to Porphyry’s, in 
Athenagoras of Athens’ Legatio. This 2nd century Christian Apologist and intellectual is 
particularly noteworthy for exhibiting elements typically associated with both Christian 
daemonology and Hellenic philosophical daemonologies.
135
 For example, Athenagoras 
transmits the typical mythology of a primordial fall which resulted in the genesis of evil 
daemons:  
Others violated both their own nature and their office. These include the prince over matter and 
material things and others who are of those stationed at the first firmament...the latter are the angels, 
who fell to lusting after maidens and let themselves be conquered by the flesh, the former failed his 
responsibility and operated wickedly in the administration of what had been entrusted to him.
136
 
This mythology, building upon the Book of the Watchers and its Christian elaboration, 
provides a genealogy for intermediate beings and explains their permanent existence in the 
air:  “These ange s…busy themselves about the air and the earth and are no longer able to 
rise to the realms above the heavens. The souls of the giants are the demons who wander 
about the world.”137 Thus, in this respect, Athenagoras’ daemono ogy combines the myth of 
the ange ic “fa  ” with P atonic cosmo ogica  discourses, which p aced beings on a s iding 
scale of cosmic position based on their relative levels of divinity and/or morality. What is 
more, Athenagoras reproduces the popular Hellenic concept that daemons are cosmic 
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administrators: “These angels were called into being by God to exercise providence over the 
things set in order by him, so that God would have universal and general providence over all 
things whereas the angels would be set over particu ar things.”138 Moreover, Athenagoras 
cites the Greek author Euripides in support of the following:  
Both angels and demons produce movements - demons movements which are akin to the natures they 
received, and angels movements which are akin to the lusts with which they were possessed. The 
prince of matter, as may be seen from what happens, directs and administers things in a manner 
opposed to God's goodness.
139
  
Athenagoras, then, bifurcates the realm of semi-divine intermediates into “ange s” and 
“daemons,” and distinguishes the two based on their fide ity to God’s benevo ence and 
corresponding susceptibility to lustful desires.  
 It is the impious nature of daemons, moreover, which  eads them to seek out “the 
steam and odor of sacrifices.”140 In fact, the daemons spend most of their time deluding men 
into making bloody sacrifices at the images:  
It is these demons who drag men to the images. They engross themselves in the blood from the 
sacrifices and lick all around them. The gods that satisfy the crowd and give their names to the images, 
as you can learn from their history, were once men. The activity associated with each of them is your 
assurance that it is the demons who usurp their names.
141
  
Thus, here we see Athenagoras combine several elements of Platonic daemonological 
speculation with Christian motifs of daemonic corruption. For example, Athenagoras claims 
that the images of the pagan pantheon were once famous men, a “Euhemeristic” 
interpretation that was popular among Greek intellectuals from the early Hellenistic period 
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onwards.
142
  Athenagoras contends, however, that the energizing force behind the images is 
daemonic, a motif found primarily in early Christian anti-sacrifice polemic. What is more, 
Athenagoras anticipates Porphyry’s daemono ogica  statements in c aiming that daemons 
desire the “b ood” and “steam” of the offerings, a statement which imputes a gross 
immorality and gluttony to the entire ceremony.  
Again, as with Justin and Tatian, the danger of sacrifice for Athenagoras lies not only 
in its futility, but in its psychological corruption and harm. In fact, someone who sacrifices to 
the material daemons puts their soul in jeopardy of losing its unique attributes: “A soul 
experiences this especially when it attaches itself to the spirit of matter and blends with it, 
when it does not look up to heavenly things and their Maker but down to earthly things, or, in 
general terms, when it becomes mere blood and flesh and is no  onger pure spirit.”143 Thus, 
daemonic intercourse will inevitably result in psychological putrefaction, where the spiritual 
attributes of the divine soul became engrossed with the materiality of the beings to which it 
has offered sacrifice. Athenagoras furthermore explains that participation in this daemonic 
sacrifice results in a vicious cycle of daemonic temptation and psychological deterioration:   
These movements of the soul not directed by reason but by fantasy give birth to illusory images, which 
bring with them a mad passion for idols. When the soul is weak and docile, ignorant and unacquainted 
with sound teachings, unable to contemplate the truth, unable to understand who the Father and Maker 
of all things is - when such a soul had impressed upon it false opinions concerning itself, the demons 
associated with matter, because they are greedy for the savour of fat and the blood of sacrifices, and 
because their business is to delude them, take hold of these deceitful movements in the soul of the 
many and by invading their thoughts flood them with illusory images which seem to come from the 
idols and statues.
144
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Hence, Athenagoras exhibits the combination of a discourse of daemonic corruption, where 
daemons feast on the steam and odor of sacrifices out of gluttony, with the Platonic discourse 
of psychological ascent, where the return of the soul can only be accomplished through the 
divorcing of its pneumatic part from this material world.  
Many early Christian texts, in fact, echo Athenagoras’ framing of daemonic po  ution 
in terms of psychological constriction. Tertullian of Carthage, for example, argues that 
daemons and pagan gods are one and the same beings, and that these evil spirits attempt to 
trick the human soul into offering sacrifice, because the cu tic practice “serves to secure for 
themselves their peculiar diet of smell and blood, offered to their likenesses and images.”145  
Participation in such sacrifice, moreover, holds grave danger for humanity, as it is through 
sacrifice that “the breath of demons and ange s achieves the corruption of the mind in fou  
bursts of fury and insanity…a ong with every kind of de usion.”146 In line with other 
Apologists, Tertullian explains that sacrifice to daemons stems from the primordial trickery 
of the fallen angels: 
Already earlier Enoch had prophesied that the demons and spirits, that is the apostate angels, would 
employ all elements, everything belonging to the world, everything that the heaven, the sea and the 
earth contain, for idolatrous purposes, so that they were hallowed, instead of God, against God.
147
   
 
In doing so, Tertullian explicitly invokes the mythology of the Book of Watchers, already 
utilized by authors such as Justin and Athenagoras. The daemonic origin of sacrifice is not 
the only danger, however, for Tertullian. Elsewhere in On Idolatry, Tertullian emphasizes 
that Christians who participate in any aspect of the daemon-idol cultic apparatus put 
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themselves in danger of contracting daemonic po  ution: “we know that, though [the names 
of the pagan gods] are empty and fictitious names, nevertheless, when they are used for 
superstition, they draw to themselves the demons and every impure spirit by means of the 
bond brought about by consecration.”148  Hence, while Tertullian believes that the names and 
mythologies of the pagan gods themselves are powerless, he asserts that the daemons, who 
are the ultimate recipients of Hellenic sacrifice, present an impending danger to Christians 
who might participate in the cultic activities of their pagan neighbors. Tertullian, 
furthermore, comp ains that Christians who he p manufacture ido s “app y to the Lord’s body 
those hands which give a body to the demons,”149 and warns that individual daemonic 
pollution can easily corrupt others within the community.
150
  
Tertu  ian’s fe  ow Latin Apo ogist, Minucius Felix, likewise offers copious evidence 
for the Christian discourse of daemonic sacrifice and corruption. In his apologetic discourse 
Octavius, Minucius launches a scathing critique of “magicians” and “soothsayers” by 
c aiming that their works of wonder actua  y stem from the power of “unc ean and wandering 
spirits.”151 These spirits have come to roam about the earth because their “heaven y vigour 
has been overlaid by earthly soils and lusts.”152 Hence, these spirits have sunk down to the 
earth, far away from their original abode, and now conspire to bring calamity upon the 
human race. The sites of Hellenic sacrifice are the particular haunts of these unclean 
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daemons: “these unc ean spirits, or demons…find a  urking p ace under statues and 
consecrated images, and by their breath exercise influence as of a present God.”153 This kind 
of daemonic trickery is in fact an elaborate ruse, designed to manipulate men to cater to the 
daemons’  ustfu  desires: 
Thus they drag men downwards form Heaven, call them away from the true God to material things, 
perturb their life, disquiet their slumbers, creep into their bodies covertly, as impalpable spirits, 
produce diseases, strike terror into minds, distort the limbs, thus driving men to do them worship, in 
order that, when glutted with the reek of altars or with victim beasts, they may loosen the tightened 
bonds and claim to have effected a cure.
154
  
Encapsulated within this passage are several of the themes prevalent among the Christian 
discourses of sacrifice, and also found in the writings of Porphyry. Minucius Felix claims, for 
examp e, that the daemons endeavor to “drag men downwards,”  anguage that bui ds upon 
the assumption that one should aim to accomplish psychological escape from the material 
cosmos. Moreover, Minucius warns that daemons use the cu tic system to “creep into bodies 
covert y,” thus stating exp icit y the dangers of daemonic corruption that are inherent in 
sacrificial participation. Finally, Minucius highlights the “fattening” process by which the 
“g uttony” of the daemons is satisfied, a physio ogica  insight a ready seen in Athenagoras, 
and which precipitates similar motifs in Origen and Porphyry. Thus, the process of animal 
sacrifice is reduced to the mere placation of evil daemons, and the Hellenic cultic practitioner 
is put in immediate danger of bodily infiltration by gluttonous daemons.  
 As a final example, we turn to a Christian who is particularly notorious for his 
utilization and incorporation of Hellenic intellectual currents into theological literature: 
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Clement of Alexandria.
155
 Although Clement is perhaps overshadowed by a fellow 
Alexandrian churchman (Origen), Clement made significant contributions to the blurring of 
the boundaries between “re igion” and “phi osophy,” between “P atonism” and 
“Christianity.”156  Clement operated in a cultural space, the ancient city of Alexandria, which 
has been termed by scholars as a kind of Platonist-Christian “contact sphere” – where 
Platonic interpreters and diverse Christian thinkers were operating in close proximity.
157
 
Hence, C ement’s daemono ogy is significant not only for its probable influence upon 
Origen, but also for its potential impact upon Platonic daemonological discourse.   
 A thorough reading of C ement’s rich corpus uncovers a vast array of daemono ogica  
speculation.
158
 In line with many fellow Christian apologists, Clement regards the Hellenic 
gods as mere “indigenous daemons” who have usurped the names of the gods in order to 
garner worship.
159
 Clement closely links these daemons to the sacrificial acts that are 
performed at their sanctuaries, and even claims, based upon Hellenic mythology, that these 
daemons take delight in human sacrifice: “Your gods are inhuman and man-hating daemons, 
who not only exult over the insanity of men, but go so far as to enjoy human slaughter.”160 
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Part of the reason, it seems, that daemons delight in such gore is that they endeavor to 
partake of the resultant sacrificial fumes: “[Daemons] beset human  ife after the manner of 
flatterers, allured by the sacrificial smoke.”161 Thereafter Clement cites the Iliad as daemonic 
first-person testimony: “In one p ace the daemons themse ves admit this g uttony of theirs, 
when they say, ‘Wine and odorous steam; for that we receive as our portion’ [Iliad 
IV. 9].”162 
 Thus, as with Athenagoras and Minucius Felix before him, Clement of Alexandria 
portrays the daemonic body as one that gains its sustenance from the sacrificial fumes that 
emanate from the Graeco-Roman cultic system. In fact, Clement claims that the gluttonous 
demeanor of the daemons is likewise foisted upon those whom they invade and inhabit: 
“Those who bend around inflammatory tables, nourishing their own diseases, are ruled by a 
most lickerish demon, whom I shall not blush to call the Belly-demon, and the worst and 
most abandoned of demons…it is much better to be happy (eu      ) than to have a demon 
(      ) dwelling within us.”163 It is perhaps the fear of contraction of gluttonous evil 
daemons that leads Clement to recommend that Christians avoid all meat that is sold in the 
markets.
164
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By repeatedly partaking in the cultic system, then, pagans stand accused of inviting 
daemonic intercourse: “Why is it that…when faced by deadly and accursed daemons, you do 
not turn aside nor avoid them, a though you have a ready perceived…that they are p otters 
and man-haters and destroyers?”165 In his treatise To the Newly Baptized, Clement explains 
the importance of retaining one’s freedom from such g uttonous daemonic impu ses: “For 
then the mind will remain steady, and will not be agitated by your eagerness and so become 
weak and of narrow discernment and see darkly; nor will it be worsted by gluttony, worsted 
by boiling rage, worsted by other passions,  ying a ready pretty to them.”166 Thus, for 
Clement, as well as other Christian Platonists, proper cultic practice is inherently tied up with 
the cultivation and maintenance of morality. By paying cult to beings whose primary 
motivation is gluttony and pleasure, Hellenic suppliants inevitably contract just such 
insatiable desires.  
Clement explains, moreover, that daemonic physiology is the reason that they 
continue to haunt the regions around the earth, since daemons are “unc ean and  oathsome 
spirits, admitted by a   to be earth y and fou , weighed down to the ground, and ‘prow ing 
round graves and tombs.”167 C ement’s characterization of the daemonic body as “sinking 
downward” is significant for understanding the threat of daemonic po  ution.  Since 
daemonic physio ogy is, by nature, “heavy” and downward-trending, the corruption of the 
human body with the daemonic wi   inevitab y inhibit the sou ’s abi ity to ascend and 
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experience apotheosis. Clement claims, therefore, that anyone who would bring such 
daemonic po  ution into the community is “more wretched” than the daemons themse ves.168  
 Elsewhere, Clement explains that it is not only daemons, but likewise the gluttonous 
diet with which they are associated, that can impede the soul in its desired ascent. Thus, 
Clement exhorts newly-baptized Christians to partake of an austere, vegetarian diet:  
Relax not the tension of your soul with feasting and indulgence in drink, but consider what is needful 
to be enough for the body. And do not hasten early to meals before the time for dinner comes; but let 
your dinner be bread, and let earth's grasses and the ripe fruits of the trees be set before you; and go to 
your meal with composure, showing no sign of raging gluttony. Be not a flesh-eater nor a lover of 
wine, when no sickness leads you to this as a cure.
169
 
 
Thus Clement, in similar ways to Hellenic vegetarians before and after him, including 
Porphyry, advises the avoidance of meat partially because of its supposed lack of 
physiological necessity, but also because it unravels the “tension” of the sou . Such “tension” 
was needed in order to maintain the sou ’s buoyancy and ability to experience apotheosis.  
 In his Stromateis, Clement brings these various threads of psychology, physiology, 
and daemonology together: 
For as the exhalations which arise from the earth, and from marshes, gather into mists and cloudy 
masses; so the vapours of fleshly lusts bring on the soul an evil condition, scattering about the idols of 
pleasure before the soul. Accordingly they spread darkness over the light of intelligence, the spirit 
attracting the exhalations that arise from lust, and thickening the masses of the passions by persistency 
in p easures…And how we say that the powers of the devil, and the unclean spirits, sow into the 
sinner's soul, requires no more words from me, on adducing as a witness the apostolic Barnabas (and 
he was one of the seventy? and a fellow-worker of Pau ), who speaks in these words: “Before we 
believed in God, the dwelling-place of our heart was unstable, truly a temple built with hands. For it 
was full of idolatry, and was a house of demons, through doing what was opposed to God.”170  
In this one passage we see the convergence of many strands that run throughout the early 
Christian Apologists. First, it should be noted that both the soul and daemons are in danger of 
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partaking of too many “exha ations,” whether they be from the earth or from sacrificia  
victims, which can result in cosmological descent. Moreover, the act of “thickening” or 
“fattening” is put in direct contrast with the sou ’s “tension.” A pious person wi   maintain a 
thin, spiritual soul that is not fattened by lust, gluttony, or the corporeal bodies of the 
daemons. It is these latter beings who have fed too much on the exhalations from sacrifice, 
and thus fattened their body to the point that they are restricted to the lower parts of the 
cosmos. Clement exhorts his readers, therefore, to avoid such a process of fattening in order 
to attain to the psychological ascent that he and his readers held up as the ultimate goal.  
In the writings of Clement of Alexandria, therefore, we encounter a crescendo of the 
Christian discourse of daemonic pollution. Throughout early Christian literature, we 
repeatedly encounter the assertions that (1) animal sacrifice placates the gluttonous desires of 
evil daemons and (2) cultic practitioners stand in danger of daemonic pollution. What is 
fascinating about this process is that in each instance, the Christian discourse of daemonic 
corruption is often framed in terms of Platonic anthropology and psychology. Thus, it 
appears that this particular brand of Christian daemonology was forged in the flames of 
Platonic discourse, where thinkers debated the merits of various theosophical practices with 
regard to attaining the goal of psychological ascent.  
 
CHRISTIAN PLATONISTS AND EARLY IMPERIAL INTELLECTUALISM 
The recognition of the complex interweaving of Christian and Platonic ideologies is 
significant for discerning the intellectual lineage of Porphyry’s daemono ogy. Indeed, if 
Christian authors successfully synthesized Platonic psychology with Christian daemonology, 
then this could provide one avenue by which the Christian discourse of daemonic corruption 
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came to influence 2
nd
 and 3
rd
 century Platonic philosophy, and thus, ultimately, Porphyry 
himself. Such a hypothesis is strengthened once it is recognized that the literary productions 
of various intellectuals represent only a small fragment of ancient intellectual exchange.  This 
is true not only with regard to the plethora of non-extant written works, but also with respect 
to the oral and aural exchanges that typified the late ancient philosophical experience.  
Indeed, scholars of antiquity have recently begun to emphasize that extant ancient 
literature represents only one aspect of the intellectual endeavors that formed these texts’ 
broader milieu. Pierre Hadot, for example, has stressed that the practice of “phi osophy” was 
an all-encompassing manner of life that demanded continual self-transformation, “both 
psychogogica  y and ethica  y.”171 What is more, scholars are beginning to appreciate the 
complexity of the intellectual communities which these philosophers frequented.  Such 
groups are often characterized as phi osophica  “schoo s,” but, as John Di  on has 
emphasized, such a term might be mis eading in its overestimation of these communities’ 
enrollments and organization.
172
 Dillon notes that these groups were rather informal, and 
included attendance by casua  auditors, “professiona ” students of phi osophy, as well as 
those preparing for political careers.
173
 Porphyry c aims, for examp e, that P otinus’  ectures 
were open to all,
174
 and anecdota  evidence concerning P otinus’ schoo  records the 
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unexpected arrivals of a portrait-painter and P otinus’ former students.175 Besides these semi-
private meetings, however, there were also occasional public debates, as evidenced from the 
public challenge posed by Alypius to Iamblichus,
176
 which Dillon has characterized as an 
ancient analogue to the modern-day press conference.
177
 
It is within just such a context that we must place the early Christian apologists and 
their engagement with contemporary intellectuals. As Pierre Hadot and Winrich L hr have 
argued, Christian phi osophica  and exegetica  schoo s were “comp ete y ana ogous” to their 
Hellenic counterparts.
178
  Harlow Gregory Snyder has shown the fruitfulness of applying 
such insights to the context of the early Christian apologists by inquiring into the material 
conditions of Justin Martyr’s “schoo ” in Rome.179 In the Acts of Justin, Snyder notes, Justin 
provides a tanta izing detai  concerning his phi osophica  instruction: “I have been  iving 
above the Bath of Myrtinus” where “anyone who wished cou d come around to my home and 
I wou d share with him the words of truth.”180 Justin’s instruction of students “above a bath” 
places him in a public thoroughfare, where, as noted by Snyder, Justin would encounter 
interlocutors from diverse walks of life.
181
 Snyder characterizes such a space as a “foca  point 
of socia  interaction” within the city, a fact which is best summarized by Russel Meiggs: “At 
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the baths the gossip and scandal of the town could be exchanged. [Baths] combined the 
amenities of swimming, bath, gymnasium, and community centre; and there was no need to 
hurry away, for food and drink cou d be bought on the premises.”182 Such a remark is 
significant in that it places Justin the disputant at the center of the civic discourses of 
Rome,
183
 where diverse groups of people would have congregated for discussion, which 
often served as preludes to dinner conversations.
184
   
At the conclusion to his study, Snyder contends that the recognition of the material 
conditions of the “ ived phi osophy” of inte  ectua s such as Justin can help lift them from 
categories such as “church father” or “Apo ogist” and restore them “to the noisy, smelly, and 
crowded streets” of their respective  oca es.185 Such a re-contextualization is particularly 
important for understanding the 2
nd
 and 3
rd
 century Christian intellectuals heretofore 
discussed. It forces the recognition that the Christian incorporation of discourses of daemonic 
corruption did not merely take place upon pages of papyrus, but was also constructed and 
disputed on the street corners of the polis, in the alcoves of the public baths, and within the 
dinner rooms of private estates.  It is within this context that Christian apocalyptic 
daemonology, as publica  y espoused by Christian “apo ogists”, began to exert an influence 
on the intellectual atmosphere of early Imperial and Late Antique Platonism. Indeed, it is 
suggestive that almost all of our non-Christian evidence for “daemonic sacrifice” among 
philosophical circles, such as is found in the writings of Plutarch and Celsus, postdates (or is 
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at least contemporary with) the floruit of the earliest Christian apologists. The 
acknowledgement of the diverse religious makeup of Hellenic intellectual discourses, then, 
serves as an essential first step in bringing to light the rich intellectual milieu from which 
Porphyry emerged, a milieu in which Origen of Alexandria was likewise active. It is to these 
two Platonists that I turn in the following chapters.  
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter Six 
 
‘CERTAIN PLATONISTS’: ORIGEN, PORPHYRY, AND DISCOURSES  
OF DAEMONIC SACRIFICE 
 
As noted earlier, scholars such as Gregory Smith and Heidi Marx-Wolf have pointed 
out the similarities between the daemonologies of Origen and Porphyry. In what follows, I 
build upon these studies by forwarding two pieces of evidence that have evaded scholarly 
analysis. First, I exp ore the intersections of Origen and Porphyry’s inte  ectua  circ es, an 
examination which occasions a reconsideration of the textua  framework for Porphyry’s 
discussion of carnivorous daemons, in particular scrutinizing his claim to be reporting the 
daemono ogy of “certain P atonists.” Second, I provide a more wide-ranging textual 
comparison of Origen’s and Porphyry’s respective daemono ogies, a survey which wi   
solidify the case for their dual participation in a (Christian) Platonist discourse of daemonic 
sacrifice and pollution. 
 
THE SHARED INTELLECTUAL CIRCLES OF ORIGEN AND PORPHYRY 
Extant evidence demonstrates that Origen of Alexandria was deeply embedded within 
the Platonic intellectual circles of his time. According to Porphyry’s Against the Christians, 
for examp e, Origen was an “auditor of Ammonius,”186 an Alexandrian Platonist philosopher 
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Porphyry, Against the Christians, fr. 39 (Harnack) apud Eusebius, HE 6.19.6. Hierocles, a 5
th
 century 
philosopher, likewise claims that Ammonius had a student named Origen (Prov. ap. Phot. Bibl. Cod. 214, 
173a18-40; Cod. 251,461a24-39). Theodoret corroborates this evidence, claiming that “our Origen” studied 
with Ammonius the philosopher (Affect. 6.60). Hierocles, a 5
th
 century philosopher, likewise claims that 
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Ammonius had a student named Origen (Prov. ap. Phot. Bibl. Cod. 214, 173a18-40; Cod. 251,461a24-39). It is 
unc ear, however, whether Hieroc es is referring to Origen of A exandria or some other “Origen.” Scholars have 
long been perplexed, in fact, by the mention of a certain Origen in Porphyry’s Vita Plotini, Longinus’ De Fine, 
Hieroc es’ De Providentia, and the writings of Eunapius. These disparate mentions of “Origen” have inspired a 
debate as to whether Origen the Christian thinker, well-known for his deft integration of Graeco-Roman 
philosophy into Christian theology, could be commensurate with the intellectual mentioned in these pagan 
sources, or if perhaps there are two Origens who frequented the philosophical circles of 3
rd
 century Alexandria. 
The “two Origen” hypothesis was first proposed by Henri de Va ois in a 1659 commentary on Eusebius’ 
Ecclesiastical History. The impetus for de Va ois’ c aim stems from Eusebius’ quotation of a passage from 
Porphyry’s Against the Christians, wherein Porphyry c aims that, despite the fact that Origen was a “Greek 
educated in Greek  earning,” he nonethe ess  “drove head ong towards barbarian reck essness,” taking up a 
“manner of  ife [which] was Christian” (ap. Eus., HE 6.19.6-7). Eusebius thereafter dismisses Porphyry’s 
testimony, and counters that Origen had been a Christian since his childhood (HE 6.19.9). Based upon 
Porphyry’s and Eusebius’ disagreement, de Ve ois conc udes that there was a second Origen, who was  ikewise 
a student of Plotinus, and who is referenced by Porphyry, Longinus, Hierocles, and Eunapius. De Ve ois’ 
hypothesis has found strong support among contemporary scholars, though many recent treatments have 
reaffirmed the singularity of the figure of Origen.  
The three main prob ems with assuming that there is a “sing e Origen” are (1) the dating of Origen’s 
death, (2) the “Ammonian pact” and Origen’s exi e from A exandria, and (3)  ater reports on Origen’s  iterary 
oeuvre. First, scholars have noted the dissonance between the traditiona  date for Origen’s death (251CE) and 
the report that a certain Origen wrote a treatise entitled That the King is the Only Creator during Ga  einus’ 
reign (r. 253-268), and thus at  east two years after the Christian Origen’s purported death. The evidence here is 
rather ambiguous, however, since Eusebius here only provides a terminus post quem (ca. 251CE), but does not 
give any more precise information. Moreover, Eusebius e sewhere p aces Origen’s death ca. 25 -56CE (HE 
6.2.2-12), and thus within the range of the purported writing of the above-mentioned treatise.  
A second problem for merging the two Origen figures is biographical chronology. According to 
Porphyry, a certain Origen agreed with Plotinus and Erennius, two fellow students of Ammonius, to keep their 
instructor’s secret teachings concea ed, a pact that was presumab y sea ed in A exandria soon after Ammonius’ 
death (ca. 243CE). The difficulty with understanding this as a reference to the Christian Origen is that Origen is 
said to have left Alexandria around 232 CE, nearly eleven years before the pact could have been enacted. 
Scholars such as Elizabeth De Palma Digeser have proposed that Origen could have visited Alexandria for the 
occasion, though the lack of evidence for Origen’s renewed presence in A exandria remains a prob em for the 
“one Origen” hypothesis.  
Finally, a third issue is Origen’s  iterary output. Longinus c aims that a certain Origen most y resisted 
writing down his philosophical writings, and instead preferred to communicate his teachings orally (Peri 
Telous, ap Porph. VP, 20).  Porphyry likewise suggests that a certain Origen had a relatively meager literary 
output, as he claims that Origen composed only two treatises. For anyone who is familiar with the Christian 
Origen’s vo uminous  iterary production, such reports of  iterary restraint are hard to reconci e. What is more, 
the literary works ascribed to the two Origens never appear in a single list; that is, pagan authors never mention 
“Origen’s” Christian treatises, whereas Christian authors never mention the treatises ascribed to Origen by 
pagan authors (On Daemons, That the King is the Only Creator). Elizabeth DePalma Digeser and Ilaria L.E. 
Ramelli have both attempted to assuage this discrepancy by asserting that Origen’s writings were simp y read 
and interpreted along parallel (non-intersecting) reading networks.  Digeser herself points out, however, that 
Porphyry had extensive know edge of Origen’s inte  ectua  career and  iterary output, inc uding his monumental 
De Principiis (Digeser, A Threat to Public Piety, 177-78); if such familiarity is to be presumed, then how could 
Porphyry imply that the Christian Origen preferred to communicate his teachings orally, rather than through 
writing?  The evidence from our earliest source on the issue gives strong indications, then, that there were two 
separate Origens who frequented the philosophical circles of 3
rd
 century Platonists. The burden of evidence, 
therefore, rests with those who would read against the witness of Porphyry and assert the singular identity of the 
Christian and pagan Origens.   
Thomas B hm, E izabeth DePa ma Digeser, and I aria L.E. Rame  i have attempted to shore up the 
weaknesses of the one Origen hypothesis by outlining the ostensible doctrina  simi arities between the two 
authors. These inc ude the two authors’ agreement concerning the inte  igibi ity of the Creator-Deity (B hm), as 
well as their similar utilization of Homeric literature (Ramelli).  Such proposals are suggestive, but there are 
two significant caveats that render such argumentation circumspect. First, doctrinal similarities need not imply 
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and instructor of the famous Plotinus.  Origen claims that he was not the only Christian who 
pursued training in Hellenic phi osophy, but instead “fo  owed the examp e” of Pantaenus, a 
Christian Stoic that purportedly taught in Alexandria (and possibly served as the tutor for 
Clement of Alexandria),
187
 as well as Heraclas, the presbyter and future bishop. Porphyry 
corroborates Origen’s witness to the strong Christian presence among He  enic inte  ectua  
circles, as the Neo-P atonist c aims that “many Christians” attended P otinus’ c asses in 
Rome.
188
 
                                                                                                                                                       
identity.  Even the most ardent supporters of the two Origen hypothesis would concede that these two figures 
emerged from similar intellectual contexts; thus, the fact that the two Origens share various philosophical tenets 
is to be expected of two thinkers who shared similar chronological and geographical milieu, and even shared a 
philosophical instructor (Ammonius). On balance, then, their philosophical agreement is rather unremarkable, 
and holds little value in solving the problem of their identification. Second, scholars have failed to consider one 
of the few philosophical tenets for which we have information concerning the pagan Christian: daemonology. 
Proclus, in his Commentary on the Timaeus, claims that a certain Origen interpreted the myth of Atlantis as 
referring to “the opposition of certain daemons, some of them being more, but others  ess, exce  ent. And some 
of them being superior in multitude, but others in power: some of them vanquishing, but others being 
vanquished” (I.77). According to Proc us, therefore, this Origen be ieved daemons to be of varying exce  ence, 
strength, and number. This is in direct contrast to the conceptualization of Origen the Christian, who held 
daemons to be part of an undifferentiated onslaught of evil powers against the forces of good. Origen argues, for 
examp e, that “the name of daemons is not mora  y neutra   ike that of men,” rather, “the name of daemons is 
a ways app ied to evi  powers” (Contra Celsum V.5). E sewhere in the same work, Origen states that “the entire 
race” of daemons is “evi ” (Contra Celsum VIII.31). Origen’s comments, therefore, are difficu t to square with 
Proc us’ contention that “Origen” he d to a s iding sca e of exce  ence for daemons. A brief comparison of the 
two Origens’ daemono ogies, therefore, thwarts any attempt to use doctrina  simi arities to so ve the prob em of 
the two Origens, and serves as another piece of evidence that the Neo-Platonist Origen and Christian Origen, 
while perhaps similar in some respects, are not one and the same. For further discussion, see Pier Franco 
Beatrice, “Porphyry’s Judgment on Origen,” in Origeniana Quinta, ed. R. J. Daly. Leuven University Press 
(1992), 351–367; Thomas B hm, “Origenes- Theologe und (Neu-)Platoniker? Oder: Wem Soll Man mißtrauen 
Eusebius oder Porphyrius?” Adamantius 8 (2002), 7-23; E izabeth DePa ma Digeser, “Origen on the Limes: 
Rhetoric and the Po arization of Identity in the Late Third Century,” in The Rhetoric of Power in Late Antiquity: 
Religion and Politics in Byzantium, Europe and the Early Islamic World, eds. Robert M. Frakes, E izabeth 
DePa ma Digeser and Justin Stephens (New York: Tauris Academic Studies, 2010), 197-218); Heinrich D rrie, 
“Ammonios Sakkas,” Theologische Realenzyklopadie 2 (1978), 463- 71; Mark J. Edwards, “Ammonius, 
Teacher of Origen,” Journal of Ecclesiastical History   .2 (1993), 169-181; Richard Gou et, “Porphyre, 
Ammonius, Les Deux Orig ne et  es autres,” Revue  ’H sto re et  e ph losoph e rel   euses 57.4 (1977), 471-
 96; I aria L.E. Rame  i, “Origen, Patristic Phi osophy, and Christian P atonism; Rethinking the Christianisation 
of He  enism,” Vigilae Christianae 63 (2009), 217-263. 
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After leaving Alexandria, Origen continued his philosophical endeavors by operating 
his own philosophical school, where he entertained auditors both Christian and Hellenic, and 
instructed pupils in Christian doctrine and Hellenic paideia.
189
  Origen likely inherited such 
eclecticism from his teacher, Ammonius, who serves as a vital link between the circles of 
Christian and Hellenic Platonists in the 3
rd
 century. According to the reconstruction of 
Digeser, Ammonius taught a phi osophy “without conf icts” between the c assica  Greek 
thinkers, drawing on the writings and traditions of Plato, Aristotle and Pythagoras.
190
 
Ammonius tutored several aspiring philosophers in early 3
rd
 century Alexandria, and 
attracted a wide range of pupils, including Origen, Plotinus, and Longinus.
191
 Porphyry states 
that Ammonius “made the greatest advance in phi osophy of our time,” and that Origen 
“owed much to his master” with regard to phi osophica  training.192 Interestingly, Porphyry 
claims that Ammonius himself was a Christian prior to taking up Hellenic customs,
193
 a fact 
that may explain his theologically-diverse audience.  
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193The text here is quite ambiguous. In fu  , Porphyry states: “For Ammonius was a Christian, brought up in 
Christian doctrine by his parents, yet, when he began to think and study philosophy, he immediately changed 
his way of  ife conformab y to the  aws” (Eus., HE 6.19.6; Oulton, Eusebius: Ecclesiastical History, II.59). 
Based on this fragment, it is impossib e to determine what Porphyry imp ied by Ammonius’ “conformity to the 
 aws.” Based on his own disdain of animal sacrifice, it is perhaps best to avoid simplistically equating 
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 The recognition of the close connection between Origen, Ammonius, and Plotinus has 
important ramifications for our understanding of Porphyry’s inte  ectua  context, in that it 
p aces Origen within the same inte  ectua  circ es as Porphyry’s primary philosophical 
instructors. Porphyry received some initial philosophical instruction in Athens under 
Longinus, one of Ammonius’ former students.194 Around 263 CE, Porphyry joined P otinus’ 
circle in Rome.
195
 Porphyry received his philosophical training, therefore, from two of 
Ammonius’ pupi s, and thus stands within the same phi osophica   ineage as Origen.  
 There are some indications, moreover, that Porphyry and Origen’s association 
extends even beyond a shared intellectual pedigree. Porphyry claims, for example, that he 
personally encountered Origen when the Neo-P atonist “was sti   quite young,” and admits 
that, despite Origen’s inappropriate a  egorica  exegesis, the A exandrian “had a great 
reputation, and still holds it, because of the writings he has  eft behind him” and “whose fame 
has been widespread among the teachers of this kind of  earning.”196 Porphyry’s meeting 
with Origen likely occurred around 248-50 CE in Caesarea or Tyre, Porphyry’s hometown.197 
Porphyry doesn’t specify his and Origen’s interactions, though Athanasius Syrus, a 7th 
                                                                                                                                                       
Porphyry’s statement with adherence to anima  sacrifice, though perhaps some other sacrificia  service is 
implied. Elizabeth DePalma Digeser cautions against too hastily trusting Porphyry’s imp ication that Ammonius 
comp ete y abandoned Christianity: “Porphyry's statement indicates that Ammonius achieved "conformity" with 
the Graeco-Roman mores and civil codes of Alexandria, which, in turn, implies, not that he sacrificed, since 
such an act does not seem to be have been called for, but that he probably did not protest Septimius Severus's 
edict banning conversion to Christianity” (Digeser, A Threat to Public Piety, 42-3). Digeser points to two pieces 
of evidence to contend that Ammonius need not necessari y be considered a comp ete “apostate”: (1) 
Ammonius is said to have continued to subject biblical texts to exegesis and textual criticism, and (2) Christian 
Gnostics and other Christians  ike Theodotus indicate that “quasi-Christian” philosophers would not have been 
anomalous in the Late Antique Alexandrian context (Ibid, 46-7).  
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century Syriac Patriarch, c aims that Porphyry was one of Origen’s pupi s.198 Porphyry’s 
tutelage under Origen is not well documented, though not altogether implausible, since the 
fifth century historian Socrates of Constantinople claims that Porphyry was a Christian prior 
to his “apostasy” to He  enism.199 According to the Socrates’ account, Porphyry remained 
faithful until he was attacked by a group of Christians at Caesarea, an incident which 
explains both his apostasy and fervent oppositional writings.
200
  
 Even if the traditions concerning Porphyry’s Christian past and tute age under Origen 
are apocryphal, there remain strong literary connections between the two. Porphyry, for 
example, hints that he is familiar with Origen’s oeuvre, both by his mention of “the writings 
[Origen] has  eft behind him,”201 and a so by providing a  ist of Origen’s favored 
philosophers. 
202
 As Digeser has pointed out, the latter list corresponds to the Hellenic authors 
featured most prominently in Origen’s writings, and thus  ike y indicates Porphyry’s 
fami iarity with Origen’s  ibrary and/or  iterature. Furthermore, Pier Franco Beatrice has 
noted that Porphyry’s cata ogue of authors c ose y corresponds to the description of Origen’s 
curriculum by Gregory Thaumaturgus in his panegyric of 240 CE.
203
  Porphyry’s fami iarity 
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with Origen’s  iterary corpus is confirmed, moreover, by the former’s paraphrasing of a 
passage from Origen’s Peri Archon in Porphyry’s treatise Against the Christians.204 In sum, 
Porphyry stands directly within the intellectual lineage of Origen of Alexandria, and likewise 
exhibits fami iarity with the Christian theo ogian’s career and  iterary oeuvre, a point which 
reinforces the close connection between the ideological domains of Porphyry and Origen.  
There are intra-textual indications, furthermore, that Porphyry is drawing from the 
intellectual circle of Ammonius of Alexandria, and, thus, from the philosophical milieu in 
which Origen was embedded. Porphyry introduces his discussion of daemonic sacrifice 
thusly: 
ἐμοὶ δὲ τὰ μὲν ἄλλα εὔστομα κείσθω, ἃ δ’ οὖν τῶν Πλατωνικῶν τινὲς ἐδημοσίευσαν, ταῦτα 
ἀνεμέσητον παρατιθέντα τοῖς εὐξυνέτοις μηνύειν τὰ προκείμενα· λέγουσι δὲ ὧδε. 
 
For the rest, ‘ et it remain unsaid’ by me; but it is not b ameworthy to set before those of good 
understanding, to illuminate the discussion, thoughts which certain Platonists have made public. This is 
what they say.
205
 
Despite past attempts to identify these “P atonists” with various ancient writers,206 Mark J. 
Edwards has noted that it was more common to “speak a  usive y,” as Porphyry does here, of 
contemporary acquaintances (or those within your own philosophical circle), while ancient 
sources were typically quoted by name (or not at all).
 207
 Independent of Edwards, Hans 
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Archon 4.1.1. For discussion, cf. Digeser, A Threat to Public Piety, 178. 
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existence of ma evo ent daemons as reported by C eombrotus in P utarch’s De Defectu Oraculorum.( Clark, On 
Abstinence, 154 n. 299, citing Plutarch, Mor. 416d). Some have proffered that Porphyry could be drawing upon 
the work of Numenius, a philosopher who was purported to have entertained the possibility of malevolent 
daemons. This proposal is rather unlikely, since Porphyry elsewhere refers to Numenius as a “Pythagorean,” 
rather than a “P atonist” as he does his source here (Yochanan Lewy, Chaldaean Oracles and Theurgy : 
Mysticism Magic and Platonism in the Later Roman Empire, ed. Michel Tardieu (Paris: Études augustiniennes, 
1978), 497 n. 1). For discussion on Numenius’ daemono ogy, see John M. Dillon, The Middle Platonists, 80 
B.C. to A.D. 220 (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1996), 378. 
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Lewy has forwarded a compe  ing argument for identifying Porphyry’s source as a 
contemporary phi osopher. Lewy contends that Porphyry’s source is none other than Origen 
the Neo-Platonist, a 3
rd
 century pupi  of Ammonius Saccas and co  eague of Porphyry’s 
mentor P otinus. (Contemporary scho ars often refer to this Origen as the “the Neo-P atonist” 
in order to distinguish him from his Christian namesake).
208
 Lewy bases this identification on 
Porphyry’s initia  hesitancy to discuss the topic (“‘ et it remain unsaid by me,’ but it is not 
b ameworthy…”) and accompanying remark that certain P atonists have a ready “made 
pub ic” these teachings. Lewy connects this hesitancy concerning now-published secret 
teachings with Porphyry’s statements regarding the pupi s of Ammonius in the Vita Plotoni; 
Porphyry there claims that Plotinus, Erreneus and Origen the Neo-Platonist entered into a 
pact to keep secret the teachings of their teacher, the late Ammonius Saccas. According to 
Porphyry, Origen the Neo-Platonist broke the pact by publishing a treatise entitled On 
Daemons.
209
 Lewy concludes, therefore, that Porphyry must be drawing upon Origen the 
Neo-P atonist’s non-extant treatise On Daemons which “made pub ic” Ammonius’ secret 
teachings. Lewy supplements this hypothesis by noting that our only remaining testimony 
concerning the daemonology of Origen the Neo-Platonist attests to his belief in classes of 
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Lewy, Chaldaean Oracles, 505. Cf. Vita Plotini 3.24-25. See a so Beatrice, “Porphyry’s Judgment,” 362. 
Beatrice concurs with Lewy’s assessment, but disagrees with Lewy concerning the identification of the Origen 
in question; namely, Beatrice contends that there was only one Origen, and thus asserts that it was Origen the 
Christian theologian who wrote a treatise On Daemons. Beatrice, then, uses Lewy’s argument to assert that 
Origen the Christian theologian exerted influence upon Porphyry through this treatise. The present hypothesis 
differs from Beatrice and sides with Lewy concerning the existence of two Origens, one a Christian theologian, 
another a “He  enic” Neo-Platonist. The fact that Porphyry seems to be drawing upon multiple sources, 
however, indicates that the contemporary scholar need not select one intellectual influence or the other – it is 
quite possible that there were two Origens in the Ammonian philosophical lineage, and that both exerted 
inf uence on the daemono ogy of Porphyry’s De Abstinentia. 
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both good and evil daemons, a bifurcated daemonology that is comparable to the doctrines 
contained in the De Abstinentia extract.
210
  
Lewy is correct to identify the circle around Ammonius as the ultimate source for 
Porphyry’s discussion, but his proposa  overburdens the avai ab e evidence in attempting to 
identify a singular source. It is significant, for example, that Porphyry claims that he is 
reporting the ἀνεμέσητον…τῶν Πλατωνικῶν τινὲς.211 Hence, Porphyry claims that he is 
drawing on multiple Platonic witnesses, as indicated by the use of genitive plural in reference 
to the “P atonists,” as we   as the third person p ura  verb λέγουσι (2.36.6). The attempt to 
identify a singu ar source for Porphyry’s daemono ogica  diversion misconstrues Porphyry’s 
framing of his source material. Lewy is correct to point to the Neo-P atonist Origen’s non-
extant treatise On Daemons as a possible influence, but this does not necessarily entail that 
this treatise was Porphyry’s exclusive source.  
Lewy’s broader suggestion, however, that Porphyry is drawing upon the heirs of 
Ammonius, is significant. As noted earlier, Origen of Alexandria, following the example of 
Christian intellectuals before him, received philosophical instruction under Ammonius. 
Origen continued, moreover, to train his own pupils in an eclectic curriculum that included 
the Hellenic instruction he had received from Ammonius. Porphyry himself is well aware of 
Origen’s Ammonian heritage; Porphyry exp icit y acknow edges Origen’s background as an 
“auditor” of Ammonius, and even c aims that Origen “owed much to his master 
[Ammonius].” When Porphyry attributes his daemono ogica  discourse to “certain 
P atonists,” therefore, he provides evidence that he is drawing from a particu ar circ e of 
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contemporary philosophers which included the Christian Origen. This allusive attribution, 
when combined with Porphyry’s personal know edge of Origen’s  iterature and career, 
suggests that Origen of Alexandria might be the crucial figure who linked Christian Platonist 
daemonology with Hellenic intellectual circles, and thus deserves consideration as a potential 
influence upon the daemonology of Porphyry. The advantage of this hypothesis is that the 
contours of the Christian Origen’s daemono ogy can be reconstructed based on the wealth of 
the extant evidence. Thus, this hypothesis is textually verifiable, an attribute which is 
comparatively lacking for alternative proposals. In the following section, therefore, I test this 
hypothesis through an extended textual comparison of the daemonologies of Origen and 
Porphyry.  
 
ORIGE ’S     PORPHYRY’S   EMO O OGY    TEXTU   COMP RISO  
Porphyry’s cu tura  and phi osophica  mi ieu p aced him square y within a context 
that interacted extensively with Christian Platonist daemonology. Such an observation, in 
turn, undergirds the potentiality and plausibility that Porphyry’s daemono ogy draws upon a 
common inte  ectua   ineage with Origen’s.212 Indeed, scholars of antiquity are becoming 
increasingly aware of the numerous cross-cult and cross-philosophical similarities among 3
rd
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century intellectuals that have typically been dissimi ated as “Christian” and “pagan.”213 
With regards to daemonology, moreover, scholars have occasionally noted the ostensible 
parallels between Porphyry and his Christian counterparts. In his wide-ranging survey of 
daemonological physiologies, for example, Gregory Smith noted that Porphyry’s 
understanding of the daemonic body a igned c ose y with Origen’s, though Smith did not 
elaborate on possible literary ties.
214
 What is more, as part of her research of the via 
universalis in the writings of Origen, Porphyry and Iamblichus, Heidi Marx-Wolf pointed out 
that “Porphyry shared much more in common with Christian writers on the nature of evi  
      es and their cu pabi ity for mass deception, corruption, pain and suffering” than some 
of his contemporaries, such as Iamblichus.
215
 In what follows, then, I juxtapose the 
discourses of daemonic sacrifice and corruption as found in the extant literature of Origen 
with that of Porphyry, a survey which will solidify the case for their dual participation in a 
(Christian) Platonist discourse of daemonic sacrifice and pollution.  
Origen’s and Porphyry’s characterization of ma evo ent daemons share many 
similarities. Both authors, for example, claim that these evil beings have usurped the identity 
of local deities for their own benefits. Porphyry c aims that daemons “put on the masks of 
                                                 
213Cf. John Di  on, “P otinus, Phi o, and Origen on the Grades of Virtue” in Horst-Dieter Blum, ed., 
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Marx-Wolf, Third-Century Daimonologies and the Via Universalis: Origen, Porphery and Iamblichus on 
Diamones and Other Angels, Vol. 46 (Louvain: Peeters, 2010), 209.This point is elaborated further in Marx-
Wo f’s unpub ished dissertation, “P atonists and High Priests: Daemono ogy, Ritua  and Socia  Order in the 
Third Century CE” (Ph.D., University of Ca ifornia, Santa Barbara, 2009), esp. 87-137. Marx-Wolf builds her 
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other gods.”216 and therefore “receive from everyone honours equa  to the gods and other 
forms of worship.”217  Origen likewise claims that daemons receive illicit worship, and 
attributes this improper cultic activity to the ignorance of the populace:  “The demons on 
earth are thought to be gods by people who have not been educated in the matter of 
daemons.”218  Thus, both Porphyry and Origen attribute the impious worship of evil daemons 
to the daemonic trickery of a foolish populace, reproducing a theme of daemonic mimicry 
and trickery that appears through early Jewish and Christian daemonologies.
219
 
What is more, both Origen and Porphyry correlate the variability of these daemonic 
cults to local custom. For example, Origen states that daemons receive their names based on 
the local language,
220
 and Porphyry similarly attributes daemonic names to local 
idiosyncrasies.
221
 This kind of daemonological etiology is part of the process of 
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CC III.29. “οἱ μὲν ἐπὶ γῆς δαίμονες, παρὰ τοῖς μὴ παιδευθεῖσι περὶ δαιμόνων νομιζόμενοι εἶναι θεοί.” 
Chadwick, Contra Celsum, 147. Interestingly, both Porphyry and Origen stress that the status of daemons leads 
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daimons is confused and leads to serious misrepresentation, so it is necessary to give a rational analysis of their 
nature, for perhaps (they say) it is necessary to show why people have gone astray about them” (DA 2.38.1, 
Clark, On Abstinence, 70).  
 
219On this theme in ear y Christian  iterature, cf. A.Y. Reed, “The Trickery of the Fa  en Ange s and the 
Demonic Mimesis of the Divine: Aetiology, Demonology and Polemics in the Writings of Justin Martyr,” 
Journal of Early Christian Studies 12, no. 2 (2004), 141-171.  
 
220“Καὶ οὕτως εὑρεθήσεται τῶν ἐπὶ γῆς δαιμόνων, λαχόντων διαφόρους τόπους,  φέρεσθαι τὰ ὀνόματα οἰκείως 
ταῖς κατὰ τόπον καὶ ἔθνος διαλέκτοις.” “So a so the names of the daemons upon earth, which have possession 
of different  oca ities, wi   be found to be re ated to the  anguages used in each respective  oca ity and nations” 
(CC I.24, Chadwick, Contra Celsum, 24). 
 
221
DA 2.37. : τούτων δὲ οἳ μὲν κατονομασθέντες ὑπὸ τῶν ἀνθρώπων…οἳ δὲ ὡς τὸ πολὺ μὲν οὐ πάνυ τι 
κατωνομάσθησαν, ὑπ’ ἐνίων δὲ κατὰ κώμας ἤ τινας πόλεις ὀνόματός τε καὶ θρησκείας ἀφανῶς τυγχάνουσιν: 
“Peop e have given some of them [the daemons] names…Others have no name at a   in most p aces, but acquire 
a name and cult inconspicuous y from a few peop e in vi  ages or in some cities” (DA 2.37. ; C ark, On 
Abstinence, pg. 70). 
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“systematization” that David Frankfurter has so fruitfully traced in his work, Evil Incarnate. 
As noted by Frankfurter, such a process bestows a certain power upon the daemonological 
theorist (Origen, Porphyry) by giving them a supra-local daemonological knowledge that 
simultaneously undermines and subordinates the local/regional knowledge that attributes 
divine names to local deities. Philosophers like Origen and Porphyry, both interested for 
various reasons in diminishing the stature of the cult, systematized cultic variation by 
categorizing it under the undifferentiated contro  of the “daemonic.”  
Despite their attempts to systematize the chaotic realm of the daemonic, both 
Porphyry and Origen claim that daemons continue to wreak havoc upon the earth.  Origen 
states that evil daemons “bring about plagues, or famines, or stormy seas, or anything 
similar.”222 Origen reiterates e sewhere that daemons bring about “famines, barren vines and 
fruit-trees, and droughts, and also for the pollution of the air, causing damage to the 
fruits.”223 Interestingly, Porphyry attributes just the same types of events to malevolent 
daemons:  
One thing especially should be counted among the greatest harm done by the maleficent       es: 
they are themselves responsible for the sufferings that occur around the earth (plagues, crop failures, 
earthquakes, droughts and the like), but convince us that the responsibility lies with those who are 
responsible for just the opposite.
224
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Abstinence, 71.  
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Thus, both Origen and Porphyry attribute plagues, famines, and various other agricultural 
and cosmological disasters to the ongoing activity of evil daemons.
225
 Porphyry reiterates the 
daemons’ desire to concea  their own invo vement in these disasters (“convince us…”), 
reproducing a motif that is typically found among Christian daemonologies.  
According to Porphyry, moreover, evil daemons  ie at the root of “civil conflicts and 
wars and kindred events.”226 The attribution of strife and war to daemons finds a parallel in 
Origen’s Contra Celsum, where he contends that daemons “stir up wars, violate oaths, and 
disturb the peace.”227 Thus, Porphyry’s etio ogy of unfortunate wor d y events fa  s precise y 
in line with that of his Christian Platonist contemporary.  
Interesting y, Porphyry’s daemono ogy  ikewise agrees with Christian counterparts by 
c aiming that daemons have a “ eader.” In his discussions of “magicians” who uti ize the 
agency of evi  daemons, Porphyry c aims that such peop e give “honor” to their daemonic 
assistants “and in particular their chief.”228 The claim that daemons have some kind of 
“chief” is rather pecu iar among non-Christian intellectuals, but is in accord with popular 
Jewish and Christian daemonologies, which often positioned the biblical figure of Satan as 
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the leader of the daemonic ranks. Indeed, Porphyry could have easily acquired such an idea 
from his acquaintance with Origen’s writings. Origen, states, for examp e that “a great 
daemon, in fact the ru er of daemons” ho ds human sou s in subjection once they have come 
to earth,
229
 and e sewhere identifies this figure as “Satan” or “the Devi .”230 
 Origen and Porphyry agree that this “chief daemon” and his minions aim to distract 
the pious from the divine. Origen states, for examp e, that daemons “lead men astray and 
distract them, and drag them down from God and the world beyond the heavens to earthly 
things.”231 He attributes such activity to the daemons’ opposition to God, c aiming that 
daemons “engage in this sort of activity because they want to  ead the human race away from 
the true God.”232 In similar fashion, Porphyry claims that the daemonic trickery of 
humankind is due to their desire to lead men away from authentic divinity and towards 
themselves. Porphyry explains their illicit mimicry: “They do such things because they want 
to dislodge us from a correct concept of the gods and convert us to themse ves…s ipping on 
(as it were) the masks of the other gods.”233 Elsewhere, Porphyry again asserts that the 
daemons, a ong with their “ru ing power,” have rather high aspirations: “They want to be 
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gods, and the power that rules them wants to be thought the greatest god.”234 The latter 
assertion, that the leader of the daemons aspires to the throne of the highest deity, sounds 
striking y fami iar to the Christian understanding of the reason for Satan’s (and his minions’) 
primordial fall: the former ange  envied God’s position, and his resu ting fa   from grace has 
 ed to his current status as the vengefu  “prince of matter.”235 Andrei Timotin notes that such 
a concept is “tout a fait nouve  e en mi ieu p atonicien.”236 Porphyry could have easily 
encountered such an idea in Origen’s  iterature or teaching; Origen states, for examp e, that 
Satan was a “wicked power who fe   from the heavens” and thereafter “deceived the fema e 
race with a promise of divine power and of attaining to greater things.”237 Thus, Origen here, 
in simi ar fashion to Porphyry, reproduces the Christian mytho ogy of Satan’s wicked 
trickery and ambitious aspirations.  
  Despite the fact that the daemons and their leader aspire to ascend to the heavens, 
however, they continue to meddle in human affairs. In addition to earthly calamities, both 
Origen and Porphyry, for example, claim that illicit ritual power, otherwise known as 
“sorcery” or “magic,” stems from the human manipu ation of daemonic agency. Porphyry 
states that “it is through the opposite kind of       s that a   sorcery is accomp ished.”238 
Origen similarly claims that oracular responses are crafted through daemonic power, and that 
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“Magi” often operate by invoking the assistance of daemons.239 Porphyry likewise attributes 
various magical works to the assistance of daemons: “These       s abound in impressions 
of all kinds, and can deceive by wonderworking. Unfortunate people, with their help, prepare 
philtres and love charms.”240 Origen’s understanding of the human manipu ation of daemons 
reads similarly:  “Certain evi  daemons…grant to those who offer them sacrifices the 
destruction of other people as their reward, if this is requested by their worshippers.”241 The 
fact that both Origen and Porphyry connect “magic” with daemono ogy serves not on y to 
reiterate the close ties in their respective conceptions of daemons, but also the way in which 
they utilize daemons in their literary projects. While the wider Hellenic tradition sometimes 
connected magic with the daemonic,
242
 Porphyry and Origen jointly diverge from this 
tradition by positing malevolent daemons as the ultimate sources for magical power, and thus 
use daemons and magic to construct the boundaries between proper and illicit cultic practice, 
“re igion,” and phi osophy. 
In sum, Origen and Porphyry are in agreement that (evil) daemons usurp the power 
and identity of the divine pantheon, receive their names based on local customs, inflict 
numerous ca amities in the  ower cosmos, answer to a “ eader” or “chief,” and p ay a major 
ro e in assisting human “magica ” activities. Based upon these simi arities, then, we can 
confidently assert that the malevolent daemonologies of Origen and Porphyry are operating 
within similar discursive spaces, and likely drawing upon a common tradition. This is 
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particu ar y significant for our understanding of the genesis of Porphyry’s discourse of 
daemonic corruption, as such commona ities suggest that Porphyry’s and Origen’s agreement 
concerning the ill effects of animal sacrifice and daemonic corruption, to be surveyed shortly, 
are not coincidental.  
Both Origen and Porphyry claim that animal sacrifice benefits evil daemons by 
providing sustenance to their “pneumatic” bodies, and  ikewise concur that the performance 
of animal sacrifice brings detrimental daemonic corruption upon the body of Hellenic 
suppliants. At the base of such a reconstruction is a particular understanding of the daemonic 
body. Origen addresses this issue in the preface of his work De Principiis, where he states 
that “the form or outline of [a] demoniacal body, whatever it is, does not resemble this gross 
and visib e body of ours….[but is] natura  y fine, and thin as if formed of air.”243 Hence, as 
seen here, Origen asserts that daemons do indeed possess a “physica ” body, though it lacks 
the “thickness” and “visibi ity” of its human counterpart. Porphyry makes a similar 
distinction between consistently-visible bodies and that of daemons:  
For they are not clad in a solid body nor do they all have one shape, but they take many forms: the 
shapes which imprint and are stamped upon their pneuma are sometimes manifest and sometimes 
invisible, and the worse ones sometimes change their shape. The pneuma, insofar as it is corporeal, is 
passible and corruptible. Though it is so bound by the souls that the form endures for a long time, it is 
not eternal; for it is reasonable to suppose that something continuously flows from them and that they 
are fed.
244
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Thus, as evidenced by the juxtaposition of these literary extracts, both Porphyry and Origen 
agree that daemons indeed have bodies, though, in Origin’s words, “tenuous as a breath of 
air.” 
 Perhaps more important y, Porphyry’s characterization of the daemonic body inc udes 
the assertion that “something continuous y f ows from them and…they are fed.”245 Porphyry 
claims, therefore, that daemonic bodies are dependent upon continual sustenance. In his 
Exhortation to Martyrdom, Origen concurs that daemons require sustenance and specifies 
that the daemons’ preferred food is the reason for their current position in the cosmos: 
“These demons...must have the nourishment of the exhalations and, consequently, are always 
on the lookout for the savour of burnt sacrifices, blood, and incense.”246 Origen’s 
identification of the “exha ations” of sacrifice as the food of daemons is particularly 
important for our purposes, because it is identica  to Porphyry’s. The  atter c aims that the 
daemonic body “lives on vapours and exhalations… and it draws power from the smoke that 
rises from blood and flesh.”247 Thus, both Origen and Porphy explicitly connect the 
sacrificia  cu t with the “exha ations” from the bloody sacrifices that purportedly nourish the 
bodies of daemons.  
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 Porphyry and Origen are in agreement, moreover, regarding the effect that such 
“exha ations” have upon the daemonic body. According to Porphyry, the daemons’ 
pneumatic body “grows fat” upon the “drink-offerings and smoking meat” in which they 
rejoice.
248
 In a similar fashion, Origen claims that the daemonic partaking of the exhalations 
of sacrifice leads them to inhabit the “heavy atmosphere that encirc es earth.”249 Thus both 
Origen and Porphyry claim that one of the ill effects of the consumption of daemonic food is 
the superfluous material heft that accompanies such a diet. In such a way, both philosophers 
connect the physiological effects of meat consumption with the idea that daemonic bodies are 
expanded or weighed down by their continual inhalation of sacrificial fumes. This 
understanding of the daemonic body is dependent upon a cosmological hierarchy which 
correlates materiality to inferiority. Put simply, each realm of the cosmos has a varying level 
of materiality, with the human world possessing the highest proportion. The daemons, by 
partaking of animal sacrifice, weigh their bodies down to the extent that they are unable to 
ascend to higher realms. 
 Origen, therefore, places the blame for daemonic intervention squarely on the 
shoulders of Hellenic cultic practitioners, claiming that if not for the continual ceremonies of 
animal sacrifice, daemons “could not exist” since they wou d be  “without the exhalations 
and nourishment considered vita  to their bodies.”250 Indeed, Origen asserts that the advent of 
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Jesus, and the resulting spread of Christianity, brought about a decrease in sacrificial 
offerings which “exasperated” the daemons.”251  
Thus, both Porphyry and Origen agree that the tenuous body of the daemons is 
dependent upon the “exha ations” from the “b ood and smoke” which emanates from 
sacrificial ceremonies. What is more, they likewise agree that, due to this need for 
physiological sustenance and enjoyment, it is the daemons that have created and perpetuated 
the performance of (animal) sacrifice. Origen, for example, claims that daemons and their 
supp icants maintain a mutua  y beneficia  re ationship due to the former’s desire for 
sacrifice: “Certain evil daemons, that delight in burnt-offerings and sacrifices, grant to those 
who offer them sacrifices the destruction of other people as their reward.”252 Origen specifies 
the daemons’ motivations for working on beha f of those who pay them cu t: “The daemons 
seem to perform the petitions of those who bring requests to them more because of the 
sacrifices they offer than because of their virtuous actions.”253  
Porphyry simi ar y asserts that daemons seek out sacrifice: “They prompt us to 
supplications and sacrifices, as if the beneficent gods were angry.”254 Elsewhere, Porphyry 
exp ains how such daemons “prompt” humans to sacrifice, c aiming that daemons “rub off” 
onto other sou s by disp aying the “forms of [their] representations in the airy pneuma that 
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either accompanies or is adjacent to them; and without touching the pneuma in any way, they 
nevertheless display – in a way that cannot be described – the images of their faculty of 
representation by means of the air around them as if in a mirror.”255 Such detailed 
descriptions of the wicked machinations of the daemons are significant for two reasons. First, 
Porphyry’s assertion that daemons demand sacrifice, in connection with his understanding of 
daemonic physiology, offers an understanding of why daemons would receive cult. In the 
traditional understanding, humans offered lower/intermediary deities cultic honors in order to 
eschew personal danger and/or honor the deities for their benevolent administration of the 
cosmos. Porphyry’s counter-assertion, which is in full agreement with Origen, contends that 
daemons manipulate the souls of humans and solicit sacrifice out of sadistic gluttony. 
Second, Porphyry implies that daemons receive sacrifice because they successfully trick 
humans into thinking that the gods are angry, an assertion which imputes cultic practice with 
the charge of “superstition.” Origen likewise claims that daemons demand sacrifice, duping 
their human supp iants “by certain magica  spe  s” and other methods, so that they might 
“greedily partake of the portions of the sacrifices and seek for illicit pleasure and for lawless 
men.”256 Thus, as surveyed here, both Porphyry and Origen assert that daemons seek out 
sacrifice for their own personal pleasure, duping their human suppliants in the process as part 
of a conspiracy to perpetuate their cultic activity.  
Participation in this ongoing daemonic cult, moreover, has dire consequences. 
According to both Porphyry and Origen, anyone who participates in sacrifice to daemons 
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and/or partakes of the resulting sacrificial meat puts themselves at risk of daemonic pollution. 
Origen, for example, drawing upon Pauline phraseology from 1 Cor 8-10, asserts that one 
shou d not mix sacrificia  meat, “the tab e of daemons,” with the Eucharist, “the tab e of the 
Lord.”257 Porphyry shares Origen’s concern regarding sacrifice and daemonic corruption. He 
exhorts Castricius: “an inte  igent, temperate man wi   be wary of making sacrifices through 
which he will draw such beings to himself.”258 According to Porphyry, moreover, such 
daemons might even come to reside within the body, an invasion they attempt because of 
their desire to use our digestive system to satisfy their rapacious appetite:  
Our bodies are also full of them, for they especially delight in certain kinds of food. So when we are 
eating they approach and sit close to our body; and this is the reason of the purifications, not chiefly on 
account of the gods, but in order that these evil daemons may depart. But most of all they delight in 
blood and in impure meats and enjoy these by entering into those who use them.
259
 
In his Letter to Marcella, moreover, Porphyry cautions his wife that the person who does not 
purify his soul, presumably by avoiding animal sacrifice, will make his sou  a “dwe  ing 
place for the wicked daemon.”260 Interesting y, Origen  ikewise notes that “dining with 
daemons” may invite daemonic cohabitation; he exhorts his audience not to partake of 
sacrificia  offerings “in order that we may not be fed on demon's food, perhaps because if we 
were to partake of things strangled some spirits of this nature might be fed together with 
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us.”261 Thus, for both authors, daemonic commensality is a primary danger of the 
consumption of sacrificial meat, and thus should be avoided at all costs.  
In fact, both Origen and Porphyry identify Hellenic cultic practice as the primary 
reason why daemons are able to continue corrupting human bodies. Origen, for example, 
c aims that “a man cannot feast with daemons except by eating what are popularly called 
sacred offerings, and by drinking the wine of the libations made to the daemons.”262 Thus, 
the Alexandrian church father positions sacrificial ritual as the cosmological tether which 
enables daemons to continue to corrupt human beings and carry out their wicked agenda.  
Porphyry similarly claims that it is the byproducts of animal sacrifice that perpetuate 
daemonic potency. In his On the Cave of the Nymphs, Porphyry claims that such evil spirits 
would not interact with human beings if they were not able to consume the “vapor of b ood” 
which emanates from sacrificial ceremonies.
263
 Origen and Porphyry agree, then, that it is 
animal sacrifice and its production of daemonic food that retains daemonic presence in this 
cosmos.    
For both Origen and Porphyry, furthermore, the prospect of daemonic corruption has 
weighty consequences. Both philosophers subscribed to a Platonic psychology which 
envisioned the soul as a semi-divine entity which, having fallen from higher realms, should 
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re-ascend to its former abode as part of a reunification with the divine. Porphyry summarizes 
this position in De Abstinentia:  
We make every effort, drawing on the soul and on external things, to become like God and those who 
accompany him – and this happens through dispassion, through carefully articulated concepts about 
what really is, and through a life which is directed to those realities.
264
 
Origen likewise asserts that the ultimate goal of the pious should be the ascent of the soul,
265
 
and positions contemplation of God as the method by which the soul ascends:  
It is clear that as each of our members maintain a relationship towards its proper object, the eyes for 
things visible, the hearts for things audible, in the same way the intelligence maintains a relationship 
towards things intelligible, and towards God who is above things intelligible.
266
 
Elizabeth DePalma Digeser summarizes this shared psycho ogy: “Third-century Platonists … 
thought that a range of activities positioned the soul, depending on its condition, at different 
 eve s within the ce estia  spheres, even to union with transcendent divinity.”267  
 Read in light of these common psychological concepts, the danger inherent in 
daemonic pollution becomes evident. Within Platonic psycho ogy, the sou  remained “in 
tension,” and thus buoyant and able to ascend, only if it maintained the proper balance 
between the rational, spiritual, and appetitive parts of the soul.
268
 Evil daemons, on the 
contrary, were typified as unbalanced beings who had given themselves over to the passions 
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and appetites of the lower parts of the sou . Porphyry exp ains the evi  daemons’ 
distinguishing characteristics: “In the maleficent [daemons the soul] is out of balance; they 
allot more to their passible element.”269 This lack of balance carries dreadful consequences 
for the person who might become infected with daemonic corruption, as the daemon’s 
imbalance and irrationality will inevitably skew the psychological tension of its human host. 
Origen explains the implications of daemonic corruption: “[Daemons] lead men astray and 
distract them, and drag them down from God and the world beyond the heavens to earthly 
things.”270  
 Because of this unwanted peril, Porphyry reminds Castricius that it is the 
phi osopher’s goa  “to become unlike wicked people and       s and anything else that 
delights in things mortal and material.”271 Origen, similarly, exhorts his readers, claiming that 
one who avoids daemonic interaction “rises above” daemonic bondage and thus “ascends” to 
the heavenly realms.
272
 The danger of daemonic corruption, then, does not necessarily lie in 
earthly afflictions, but rather in the restriction from psychological ascent, the ultimate goal in 
the Platonic systems of both Porphyry and Origen.  
 To summarize, both Origen and Porphyry claim that daemonic bodies are sustained 
by the inha ation of the “vapors” which emanate from the sacrificia  victims typica  of 
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Hellenic cultic practice. Furthermore, these two Platonists concur that the consumption of the 
sacrificial meat puts the practitioner at risk of becoming corrupted with daemons. This is a 
particularly grave danger for Origen and Porphyry, as both characterize daemonic bodies as 
“imba anced” and “impassioned.” Daemonic infection, then, wou d inevitab y harm the 
psychological balance of the host, and thus inhibit the psychological ascent which both 
Porphyry and Origen held as the ultimate goal of philosophy.  
 By reexamining Porphyry’s own attribution to “certain P atonists,” as we   the 
extensive daemonological tenets he shares with Origen, this study calls for a reconsideration 
of the p ace of Porphyry’s daemono ogy within broader phi osophica  trends. Against the 
hypothesis of Martin, that Porphyry’s daemono ogy is  arge y due to the creeping inf uence 
of “popu ar” daemono ogies, this study responds by contextua izing Origen’s daemono ogy 
within a particular Christian discourse, which can be traced from Paul of Tarsus up to 
Porphyry’s own day. Against the past proposa s which have ridicu ed the “primitive” or 
“barbarian” nature of Porphyry’s daemono ogy, this study responds by demonstrating the 
fundamentally philosophical and intellectual background of Porphyry’s daemono ogy. In 
sum, Porphyry’s daemono ogy emerges not as a peculiar oddity deserving of dismissal, but 
as an intellectual product of 3
rd
 century Platonism, and thus serves as a witness to the rich 
complexity of the discursive space from which it emerged.  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Chapter Seven 
CONCLUSION 
The detection of strong daemonological connections between Origen and Porphyry 
holds implications not only for ancient daemonological traditions, but also for larger issues in 
the scholarship of  ate antiquity. In what fo  ows, I propose three areas where this study’s 
findings hold the potential to alter scholarly approaches and understandings: (1) ancient 
ritual, (2) imperial politics, and (3) intellectual histories of antiquity.  
 
ANCIENT RITUAL 
The ritua  imp ications of Origen’s and Porphyry’s dua  discourses of daemonic 
pollution are numerous. By undermining the purity of sacrificial meat, both Origen and 
Porphyry simultaneously destabilize one of the most prominent rituals in the Hellenic world, 
as well an event that undergirded socio-political hierarchies. Thus, by arguing that daemons 
were the ultimate recipient of (animal) sacrifice, these two Platonists forged a dual front in 
critiquing an ancient ritual institution. But we should not conclude, therefore, that this 
tandem denunciation spe  ed the end of “sacrifice” as a ritua  practice and concept. Rather, 
we shou d instead see Origen’s and Porphyry’s anti-sacrifice critiques as two instances in a 
more wide-ranging debate concerning the proper ritual practice in ancient religious 
communities. Laura Nasrallah, for example, has stated that “sacrifice is a term we can 
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 egitimate y trace not because it signifies one precise thing or the apex of “pagan” ritua , but 
because it is a po emica  category used by ancient authors.”273  
Thus, Nasrallah concludes that within our extant literature, sacrifice “is an unsubt e 
knife by which Christians, among others, differentiate themselves from others on two fronts 
as they philosophically debate (and deliberately misinterpret) the sacrificial practices of their 
proximate others.”274 Origen and Porphyry’s agreements on the dangers of daemonic 
pollution inherent in animal sacrifice, then, demonstrate the way in which they shared a 
rhetorical strategy in combatting competing ritual traditions, while constructing their own. 
For example, George Heyman has noted that Christians constructed a discourse of “spiritua  
sacrifice” as a potent weapon in their contestation of the prevai ing ritua s of the Roman 
imperial state.
275
 Porphyry simi ar y repositions proper piety as a kind of human “rationa ” 
sacrifice, offering “our own up ifting as a ho y sacrifice to god.”276 
That is not to say, of course, that Porphyry and his Christian counterparts were in 
total agreement regarding ritual activity. Indeed, Porphyry still maintained that non-
philosophers may offer sacrifices to the lower deities, and even conceded, as noted 
previously, that civic governments may need to propitiate the evil daemons for their own 
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good.
277
 Thus, Porphyry’s discourse of daemonic sacrifice and po  ution does not represent 
his comprehensive system, but is only one aspect of a larger interpretive program that 
actually makes a case on behalf of the continuation of most forms of cultic practice. When 
read in this  ight, Porphyry’s use of Christian P atonic discourse is particu ar y significant. As 
detailed in chapters 3 and 4, the Christian discourse of daemonic sacrifice and pollution 
emerged primarily out of a polemical context in which Christians urged non-participation in 
sacrifice and other cultic ceremonies.  Porphyry, however, has reshaped this discourse by 
limiting the influence of evil daemons to only animal sacrifice, rather than all Hellenic cultic 
activities, and thus carves out a space by which traditional cultic practice can endure. In 
doing so, he has fundamentally altered the original polemical intent of the discourse he is 
drawing upon, and effectively diminished its original implications for ritual practice. Such a 
move, then, is just one example of a larger phenomenon that Jeremy Schott has identified in 
Porphyry’s works, name y, that “Porphyry’s readings of ethnic traditions he p him estab ish 
mastery over the traditions of various peoples and, by extension, establish power and control 
over the people themselves.”278 In this particular case, therefore, Porphyry has not ceded 
power to Christians by utilizing their daemonic discourse, but instead appropriated their 
discourse for his own, more limited, ritual critique, and thus constructed the Hellenic cult in a 
way that it is insulated from Christian criticism.  
Porphyry’s uti ization of such Christian discourses, however, would have 
consequences he was unlikely to have anticipated. His daemonological positions, and 
especially that of the De Abstinentia, became particularly useful fodder for later Christian 
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writers such Eusebius of Caesaria, Theodoret of Cyrrhus, and Cyril of Alexandria.
279
 These 
writers often seized upon the notab e commona ities between Porphyry’s (evi ) daemono ogy 
and their own, and boasted that even the most ardent critic of Christianity agreed with them 
on the issue of sacrifice. Thus, whi e Porphyry’s discourse of daemonic sacrifice and 
corruption was originally utilized as part of a nuanced system designed to bolster the case for 
the continuance of traditional cultic practices, it was eventually adopted as a weapon in a 
wider assau t on those very practices. Porphyry’s daemono ogy u timate y resu ted in his 
image being used, paradoxically, in defense of Christian doctrine and as the ideological 
undergirding for the creation of a Christian empire that eschewed civic support of all forms 
of sacrifice.  
 
IMPERIAL POLITICS 
Porphyry’s discourse of daemonic corruption likewise proved significant within the 
realm of imperial politics. Scholars have long recognized the significant role played by Late 
Antique philosophers in the volatile political atmosphere of the 3
rd
 and 4
th
 century Roman 
Empire. Among this group, Elizabeth DePalma Digeser has recently suggested that Porphyry 
played a significant role in articulating an intellectual framework which undergirded the 
Great Persecution under Diocletian (ca. 303-313 CE). Digeser points out that imperial policy 
concerning Christians shifted dramatically in the late third and early fourth centuries; a shift 
which she attributes not to the sudden swing in demeanor of the Emperor, but rather to the 
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misgivings that religious experts were expressing concerning the pollution of Christian 
impiety, an anxiety further inflamed by the intellectual frameworks espoused by Neo-
Platonists like Porphyry.
280
 In such a way, the discourse of daemonic pollution played a 
significant role in leading to an increase in anti-Christian sentiment, a development that is all 
the more ironic considering that, as outlined previously, such ideas were built upon a 
Christian ideological foundation.  
That is not to say, however, that the discourse of daemonic pollution was used 
exclusively for divisive rhetoric. Rather, Digeser has likewise noted that the Emperor 
Constantine drew upon just such a discourse in unifying the Empire. To be more specific: 
due to the connection of daemonic corruption with the practice of ritual sacrifice, both 
Platonists and Christians formed an unlikely intellectual alliance. Constantine seized upon 
this unifying ideology by targeting only blood sacrifice for exclusion from cultic tolerance.
281
 
Digeser asserts, therefore, that by creating a tolerant space for both Platonic and Christian 
ritual activity, while outlawing their common ideological foe, Constantine utilized the socio-
political consequences of the discourse of daemonic pollution to his political advantage.  
I wou d add here that Digeser cou d push her point further concerning Porphyry’s 
importance for these deve opments.  Porphyry’s uti ization of a Christian discourse of 
daemonic corruption represents a pivotal moment in the construction of an intellectual 
framework for a Christian empire. Ultimately, Porphyry expressed his philosophical 
objection to sacrifice in a manner which was fully explicable to a Christian audience, and 
thus provided an intellectual framework by which Christian and Hellenic intellectuals could 
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form an ideological alliance. To put it another way: Porphyry was not the first Hellenic 
thinker to voice a critique of the traditional cultic system; he was the first (or perhaps the 
most prominent) to do so utilizing a primarily Christian discourse, and thus provided the 
decisive opportunity for the ritual unification of Hellenic and Christian intellectuals, and thus 
for the ideological construction of a Christian Empire.  
 
INTELLECTUAL HISTORIES 
 In closing, it is fitting to reflect on contemporary intellectual histories, and return to 
the question first posed in Chapter 2: why is Porphyry’s daemono ogy so pecu iar? The short 
answer to this query, of course, is that Porphyry’s daemonology is not so peculiar after all. 
As this study has demonstrated, Porphyry’s daemono gy draws upon and participates within 
a daemonic discourse that was fully intelligible within his religious, cultural and 
philosophical context, and which he expected his recipient and fellow Platonic philosopher, 
Castricius, to find comprehensible. Thus, Porphyry’s daemono ogy is on y “anoma ous” if 
we ignore the social and cultural milieu in which it was constructed and disseminated. As 
scholars have increasingly declared, the ancient Roman Empire was not one divided between 
‘pagans’ and Christians, despite those terms’ permeation of contemporary scholarship. 
Rather, the case of Origen and Porphyry demonstrates that even personal antipathy need not 
indicate a lack of shared intellectual ideologies – an assumption that has been maintained 
with regard to Porphyry and Iamblichus, but discarded with regard to Hellenes and 
Christians.  
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 Such an observation is significant for the reconstruction of intellectual histories and 
lineages. The recognition of the unstable nature of identity requires the scholar to reassess the 
methodologies by which one examines intellectual influence. Rather than one-to-one 
correlations, the socio-historical situation of ancient intellectuals demands the recognition of 
more complex processes that included polyvalent ideologies, multi-directional lines of 
influence, and blurred boundary lines. The discourse of daemonic pollution in the writings of 
Porphyry was constructed within an environment that drew on a plethora of ideologies, 
including but not limited to a Christian discourse that found its most immediate 
representative in Origen of Alexandria. Such an acknowledgement unmasks the devious 
trickery that rigid categories have effected upon past scholarship, and exposes the complex 
ways in which intellectual traditions were molded, maintained, and, indeed, mimicked.  
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